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Microeconomic Origins of Macroeconomic Tail Risks†
By Daron Acemoglu, Asuman Ozdaglar, and Alireza Tahbaz-Salehi*
Using a multisector general equilibrium model, we show that the
interplay of idiosyncratic microeconomic shocks and sectoral
heterogeneity results in systematic departures in the likelihood
of large economic downturns relative to what is implied by the
normal distribution. Such departures can emerge even though GDP
fluctuations are approximately normally distributed away from the
tails, highlighting the different nature of large economic downturns
from regular business-cycle fluctuations. We further demonstrate the
special role of input-output linkages in generating tail comovements,
whereby large recessions involve not only significant GDP
contractions, but also large simultaneous declines across a wide
range of industries. (JEL D57, E16, E23, E32)
Most empirical studies in macroeconomics approximate the deviations of aggregate economic variables from their trends with a normal distribution. Besides
analytical tractability, this approach has a natural justification: since most macro
variables, such as GDP, are obtained from combining more disaggregated ones, it is
reasonable to expect that a central limit t heorem-type result should imply normality.
As an implicit corollary to this argument, most of the literature treats the standard
deviations of aggregate variables as sufficient statistics for measuring aggregate economic fluctuations.
A closer look, however, suggests that the normal distribution does not provide
a good approximation to the distribution of aggregate variables at the tails. This
can be seen from panels A and B of Figure 1, which depict the quantile-quantile
(Q-Q) plots of the US postwar quarterly GDP growth and HP-detrended log GDP
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Panel A. GDP growth rate

Panel B. HP-detrended log output
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Figure 1. Quantile-Quantile Plots of Postwar (1947:I–2015:I) US Output Fluctuations
Notes: The vertical and horizontal axes correspond, respectively, to the quantiles of the sample data and the reference probability distribution. Panels A and B depict, respectively, the Q-Q plots for the GDP growth rate and
HP-detrended log output against the normal distribution. Panels C and D depict the Q-Q plots of the two datasets
after removing data points that are more than 1.645 standard deviations away from their respective means against a
similarly truncated normal distribution.

against the standard normal distribution. The deviations of both samples’ quantiles
from the standard normal’s reveal that the normal distribution significantly underestimates the frequency of large economic downturns.1 Interestingly, however, once
such large deviations are excluded, GDP fluctuations are well approximated by a
normal distribution. This is illustrated by panels C and D of Figure 1, which depict
the Q
 -Q plots after excluding quarters in which GDP growth and detrended log GDP
are more than 1.645 standard deviations away from their respective means.2 Both

1
Formal goodness-of-fit tests confirm these observations. We test the distributions of US GDP growth and
 P-detrended log GDP between 1947:I and 2015:I against the normal distribution using Anderson-Darling,
H
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Cramér-von Mises tests, with p-values computed using the parametric bootstrap (Stute,
Manteiga, and Quindimil 1992). All three tests reject normality of the two time series at the 1 percentsignificance level. We also verified that the tests continue to reject normality even after filtering the two time series for
time-varying volatility using a GARCH(1,1) model.
The departure of the distribution of aggregate economic variables from normality in the United States and other
OECD economies has also been documented by several prior studies, including Lee et al. (1998); Canning et al.
(1998); Christiano (2007); Fagiolo, Napoletano, and Roventini (2008); Cúrdia, Del Negro, and Greenwald (2014);
and Ascari, Fagiolo, and Roventini (2015).
2
The truncation level of 1.645 standard deviations is chosen to correspond to the interdecile range of the normal
distribution, and thus excludes the top and bottom 5 percent of data points of a normally distributed sample.
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graphs now indicate a close correspondence between the two truncated samples and
a similarly truncated normal distribution.3
In this paper, we argue that macroeconomic tail risks, such as the ones documented in panels A and B of Figure 1, can have their origins in idiosyncratic microeconomic shocks to disaggregated sectors. We demonstrate that sufficiently high
levels of sectoral heterogeneity can lead to systematic departures in the frequency
of large economic downturns from what is implied by the normal distribution.
Crucially, macroeconomic tail risks can coexist with approximately normally distributed fluctuations away from the tails, consistent with the pattern of postwar US
GDP fluctuations documented in panels C and D of Figure 1. Taken together, these
results illustrate that the microeconomic underpinnings of macroeconomic tail risks
can be distinct from those of regular business-cycle fluctuations.
We develop these ideas in the context of a model economy comprised of n  competitive sectors that are linked to one another via input-output linkages and are subject
to idiosyncratic productivity shocks. Using an argument similar to those of Hulten
(1978) and Gabaix (2011), we first show that aggregate output depends on the distribution of microeconomic shocks as well as the empirical distribution of (sectoral)
Domar weights, defined as sectoral sales divided by GDP. We also establish that the
empirical distribution of Domar weights is in turn determined by the extent of heterogeneity in (i) the weights households place on the consumption of each sector’s
output (which we refer to as primitive heterogeneity); and (ii) the sectors’ role as
input-suppliers to one another (which we refer to as network heterogeneity).
Using this characterization, we investigate whether microeconomic shocks can
translate into significant macroeconomic tail risks, defined as systematic departures
in the frequency of large economic downturns from what is predicted by the normal
distribution.4 Our main result establishes that macroeconomic tail risks can emerge
if two conditions are satisfied. First, microeconomic shocks themselves need to
exhibit some minimal degree of tail risk relative to the normal distribution (e.g., by
having exponential tails), as aggregating normally distributed shocks always results
in normally distributed GDP fluctuations.5 Second, the economy needs to exhibit
sufficient levels of sectoral dominance, in the sense that the most dominant disaggregated sectors (i.e., those with the largest Domar weights) ought to be sufficiently
large relative to the variation in the importance of all sectors. This condition guarantees that tail risks present at the micro level do not wash out after aggregation. We
then demonstrate that macroeconomic tail risks can emerge even if the central limit
theorem implies that, in a pattern consistent with Figure 1, fluctuations are normally
distributed away from the tails.

3

We perform the same three g oodness-of-fit tests in footnote 1 to test the two truncated samples against a similarly truncated normal distribution, with p -values once again computed via the parametric bootstrap. All tests fail
to reject the null hypothesis at the 5 percentlevel.
4
Formally, we measure the extent of macroeconomic tail risks by the likelihood of a τ standard deviation
decline in log GDP relative to the likelihood of a similar decline under the normal distribution over a sequence of
economies in which both the number of sectors (n) and the size of the deviation (τ) grow to infinity. The justification
for these choices is provided in Section II.
5
Estimates for the tail behavior of five-factor total factor productivity (TFP) growth rate for 459 four-digit manufacturing industries in the NBER-CES Manufacturing Industry Database suggests that the tails are indeed much
closer to exponential than normal. See footnote 19 for more details.
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Our result that high levels of sectoral dominance transform microeconomic shocks
into sizable macroeconomic tail risks is related to the findings of Gabaix (2011) and
Acemoglu et al. (2012), who show that microeconomic shocks can lead to aggregate
volatility (measured by the standard deviation of GDP) if some sectors are much
larger than others or play much more important roles as input-suppliers in the economy. However, the role played by heterogeneity in Domar weights in generating
tail risks is distinct from its role in creating aggregate volatility. Indeed, we show
that structural changes in an economy can simultaneously reduce aggregate volatility
while increasing macroeconomic tail risks, in a manner reminiscent of the experience of the US economy over the last several decades, where the likelihood of large
economic downturns may have increased behind the façade of the Great Moderation.
Our main results show that the distribution of microeconomic shocks and the
Domar weights in the economy serve as sufficient statistics for the likelihood of large
economic downturns. Hence, two economies with identical Domar weights exhibit
equal levels of macroeconomic tail risks, regardless of the extent of network and primitive heterogeneity. Nevertheless, we also establish that economic downturns that arise
due to the presence of the two types of heterogeneity are meaningfully different in
nature. In an economy with no network heterogeneity—where Domar weights simply reflect the differential importance of disaggregated goods in household preferences—large economic downturns arise as a consequence of contractions in sectors
with high Domar weights, while other sectors are, on average, in a normal state. In
contrast, large economic downturns that arise from the interplay of microeconomic
shocks and network heterogeneity display tail comovements: they involve not only
very large drops in GDP, but also significant simultaneous contractions across a wide
range of sectors within the economy.6 We formalize this argument by showing that a
more interconnected economy exhibits more tail comovements relative to an economy
with identical Domar weights, but with only primitive heterogeneity.
As our next result, we characterize the extent of macroeconomic tail risks in
the presence of heavy-tailed microeconomic shocks (e.g., shocks with Pareto tails).
Using this characterization, we demonstrate that sufficient levels of sectoral dominance can translate light-tailed (such as exponential) shocks into macroeconomic
tail risks that could have only emerged with heavy-tailed shocks in the absence of
sectoral heterogeneity.7
We then undertake a simple quantitative exercise to further illustrate our main
results. Assuming that microeconomic shocks have exponential tails—chosen in a
way that is consistent with GDP volatility observed in the US data—we find that
the empirical distribution of Domar weights in the US economy is capable of generating departures from the normal distribution similar to the patterns documented
6
Indeed, shipments data for 459 manufacturing industries from the NBER Manufacturing Productivity Database
during the period 1958–2009 are suggestive of significant levels of tail comovements. We find that a two standard
deviation annual decline in GDP, which takes place twice in our sample, in 1973 and 2008, is associated with a
two standard deviation decline in 10.46 percent and 13.73 percent of manufacturing industries, respectively. These
numbers are clearly much larger than what one would have expected to observe had shipments been independently
distributed across different industries (see Section VI). They are also much larger than the average in the rest of the
sample (2.81 percent).
7
Fama (1963) and Ibragimov and Walden (2007) observe that the presence of extremely heavy-tailed shocks
with infinite variances leads to the breakdown of the central limit theorem. Our results, in contrast, are about the
(arguably more subtle phenomenon of) emergence of macroeconomic tail risks in the absence of h eavy-tailed micro
or macro shocks.
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in Figure 1. We then demonstrate that the US economy exhibits high enough levels
of network heterogeneity to create significant levels of macroeconomic tail risks.
Finally, we show that the pattern of input-output linkages in the US data can generate tail comovements, highlighting the importance of intersectoral linkages in shaping the nature of business-cycle fluctuations.
Related Literature.—Our paper belongs to the small literature that focuses on large
economic downturns. A number of papers, including Cole and Ohanian (1999, 2002)
and Kehoe and Prescott (2002), have used the neoclassical growth framework to study
Great Depression-type events in the United States and other countries. More recently,
there has been a growing emphasis on deep Keynesian recessions due to liquidity
traps and the zero lower bound on nominal interest rates (Christiano, Eichenbaum,
and Rebelo 2011; Eggertsson and Krugman 2012; Eggertsson and Mehrotra 2015).
Relatedly, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Trabandt (2015) argue that financial frictions can account for the key features of the recent economic crisis. Though our paper
shares with this literature the emphasis on large economic downturns, both the focus
and the underlying economic mechanisms are substantially different.
This line of work is also related to the literature on rare disasters, such as Rietz
(1988); Barro (2016); Gabaix (2012); Nakamura et al. (2013); and Farhi and Gabaix
(2016), which argues that the possibility of rare but extreme disasters is an important determinant of risk premia in asset markets. Gourio (2012) studies a real business-cycle model with a small risk of economic disaster. This literature, however,
treats the frequency and the severity of such rare disasters as exogenous. In contrast,
we not only provide a possible explanation for the endogenous emergence of macroeconomic tail risks, but also characterize how the distributional properties of micro
shocks coupled with input-output linkages in the economy shape the likelihood and
depth of large economic downturns.
Our paper is most closely connected to and builds on the literature that studies
the microeconomic origins of economic fluctuations. As already mentioned, Gabaix
(2011) argues that if the firm size distribution is sufficiently h eavy tailed (in the sense
that the largest firms contribute disproportionately to GDP), firm-level idiosyncratic
shocks may translate into aggregate fluctuations. Acemoglu et al. (2012) show that the
propagation of microeconomic shocks over input-output linkages can result in aggregate volatility. On the empirical side, Carvalho and Gabaix (2013) explore whether
changes in the sectoral composition of the postwar US economy can account for the
Great Moderation and its unwinding, while Foerster, Sarte, and Watson (2011) and
Atalay (2015) study the relative importance of aggregate and sectoral shocks in aggregate economic fluctuations. Complementing these studies, di Giovanni, Levchenko,
and Mejean (2014) use a database covering the universe of French firms and document
that firm-level shocks contribute significantly to aggregate volatility, while Carvalho
et al. (2015) and Acemoglu, Akcigit, and Kerr (2016) provide firm and sectoral-level
evidence for the transmission of shocks over input-output linkages.8
8
Other studies in this literature include Jovanovic (1987); Durlauf (1993); Horvath (1998, 2000); Dupor (1999);
Carvalho (2010); and Burlon (2012). For a survey of this literature, see Carvalho (2014). Also see Acemoglu,
Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2016) for a unified, reduced-form framework for the study of how network interactions can function as a mechanism for propagation and amplification of shocks.
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Even though the current paper has much in common with the studies mentioned
above, it also features major differences from the rest of the literature. First, rather
than focusing on the standard deviation of GDP as a notion of aggregate fluctuations, we study the determinants of macroeconomic tail risks, which, to the best of
our knowledge, is new. Second and more importantly, this shift in focus leads to a
novel set of economic insights by establishing that the extent of macroeconomic
tail risks is determined by the interplay between the shape of the distribution of
microeconomic shocks and the heterogeneity in Domar weights (as captured by our
notion of sectoral dominance), a result with no counterpart in the previous literature.
Our work is also related to Lee et al. (1998); Canning et al. (1998); Fagiolo,
Napoletano, and Roventini (2008); Cúrdia, Del Negro, and Greenwald (2014); and
Ascari, Fagiolo, and Roventini (2015), who document that the normal distribution
does not provide a good approximation to many macroeconomic variables in OECD
countries. Similarly, Atalay and Drautzburg (2015) find substantial cross-industry
differences in the departures of employment growth rates from the normal distribution, and compute the contribution of the independent component of industry-specific
productivity shocks to the skewness and kurtosis of aggregate variables.
Finally, our paper is linked to the growing literature that focuses on the role of
power laws and large deviations in various contexts. For example, Gabaix et al.
(2003, 2006) provide a theory of excess stock market volatility in which market
movements are due to trades by very large institutional investors, while Kelly and
Jiang (2014) investigate the effects of time-varying extreme events in asset markets.
Outline of the Paper.—The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
our benchmark model in Section I. In Section II, we formally define our notion of
tail risks. Our main results are presented in Section III, where we show that the
severity of macroeconomic tail risks is determined by the interaction between the
nature of heterogeneity in the economy’s Domar weights and the distribution of
microeconomic shocks. We present our results on tail comovements and the extent
of tail risks in the presence of heavy-tailed microeconomic shocks in Sections IV
and V, respectively. Section VI contains our quantitative exercises. We provide a
dynamic variant of our model in Section VII and conclude the paper in Section VIII.
All proofs and some additional mathematical details are provided in the Appendix.
I. Model

In this section, we present a multisector model that forms the basis of our analysis. The model is a static variant of the model of Long and Plosser (1983), which is
also analyzed by Acemoglu et al. (2012).
Consider a static economy consisting of ncompetitive sectors denoted by
{1, 2, … , n} , each producing a distinct product. Each product can be either consumed or used as input for production of other goods. Firms in each sector employ
Cobb-Douglas production technologies with constant returns to scale to transform
labor and inputs from other sectors into final products. In particular,
( j=1
n

)

a 

μ

(1)	
xi    = Ξ i ζi   li        ∏  x ij  ij     ,
1−μ
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where x i  is the output of sector i  , Ξi  is a Hicks-neutral productivity shock, li  is the
amount of labor hired by firms in sector i  , xi  jis the amount of good jused for production of good i  , μ ∈ [0, 1)is the share of material goods in production, and ζi    > 0
is some normalization constant.9 The exponent aij    ≥ 0 in (1) represents the share of
good jin the production technology of good i . A larger a i  jmeans that good j is more
important in producing i , whereas ai  j  = 0means that good jis not a required input
for i ’s production technology. Constant returns to scale implies ∑
 nj=1 aij    = 1 for
all i. We summarize the intersectoral input-output linkages with matrix A
 = [ a ij  ]  ,
which we refer to as the economy’s input-output matrix.
We assume that microeconomic shocks, ϵi    = log ( Ξi    ) , are i.i.d. across sectors;
are symmetrically distributed around the origin with full support over ℝ; and have
a finite standard deviation, which we normalize to 1. Throughout, we denote the
common cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ϵi   s by F.
The economy is also populated by a representative household, who supplies one
unit of labor inelastically and has logarithmic preferences over the ngoods given by
n

	
u(c1    ,  … , cn    )  =  ∑ βi    log (ci  ) ,
i=1

where ci  is the amount of good iconsumed and β i  > 0is i’s share in the household’s utility function, normalized such that ∑ni=1  βi   = 1.
The competitive equilibrium of this economy is defined in the usual way: it consists of a collection of prices and quantities such that (i) the representative household maximizes her utility; (ii) the representative firm in each sector maximizes its
profits while taking the prices and the wage as given; and (iii) all markets clear.
Throughout the paper, we refer to the logarithm of value added in the economy
as aggregate output, and we denote it by y. Our first result provides a convenient
characterization of aggregate output as a function of microeconomic shocks and the
technology and preference parameters.
Proposition 1: The aggregate output of the economy is given by
(2)

n

y = log(GDP) =  ∑  vi   ϵi  ,
i=1

where
pi   xi  
(3)	v i  =  _____
   =  ∑  β   ℓ  
GDP j=1 j ji
n

 = (I − μA)  −1.
and ℓj  i is the ( j, i) element of the economy’s Leontief inverse L
This result is related to Hulten (1978) and Gabaix (2011), who show that in a
competitive economy with constant returns to scale technologies, aggregate output
is a linear combination of sectoral-level productivity shocks, with coefficients vi  
In what follows, we set ζ i    = (1 − μ)  −(1−μ) ∏ nj=1 (μ aij    )  −μaij. This choice simplifies our key expressions without any bearing on our results.
9
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given by sectors’ Domar weights (defined as sectoral sales divided by GDP: Domar
1961; Carvalho and Gabaix 2013). In addition, Proposition 1 establishes that with
Cobb-Douglas preferences and technologies, these weights take a particularly simple form: the Domar weight of each sector depends only on the preference shares,
( β1    ,  … , βn    ) , and the corresponding column of the economy’s Leontief inverse,
which measures that sector’s importance as an input-supplier to other sectors in the
economy.
The heterogeneity in Domar weights plays a central role in our analysis.
Equation (3) provides a clear decomposition of this heterogeneity in terms of the
structural parameters of the economy. At one extreme, corresponding to an economy
with no input-output linkages (i.e., μ = 0), the heterogeneity in Domar weights
simply reflects differences in preference shares: vi    = β ifor all sectors i. We refer to
this source of variation in Domar weights as primitive heterogeneity.10 At the other
extreme, corresponding to an economy with identical β
  i s, the heterogeneity in v i    s
reflects differences in the roles of different sectors as input-suppliers to the rest of the
economy (as in Acemoglu et al. 2012); we refer to this source of variation in Domar
weights as network heterogeneity. In general, the empirical distribution of Domar
weights is determined by the combination of primitive and network heterogeneity.
Finally, we define a simple economy as an economy with symmetric preferences
 = 0). As such, a simple econ(i.e., β
 i    = 1/n) and no i nput-output linkages (i.e., μ
omy exhibits neither primitive nor network heterogeneity. This, in turn, implies that
in this economy all sectors have identical Domar weights and aggregate output is the
unweighted average of microeconomic shocks: y = (1/n) ∑ni=1 ϵi  .
II. Tail Risks

The main focus of this article is on whether idiosyncratic, microeconomic shocks
to disaggregated sectors can lead to the emergence of macroeconomic tail risks. In
this section, we first provide a formal definition of tail risks and explain the motivation for our choice. We then argue that to formally capture whether macroeconomic
tail risks can originate from microeconomic shocks, one needs to focus on the extent
of tail risks in a sequence of economies in which the number of sectors grows.
A. Defining Tail Risks
We start by proposing a measure of tail risks for a random variable zby comparing its (left) tail behavior to that of a normally distributed random variable with the
same standard deviation. More specifically, consider the probability that z  deviates
by at least τstandard deviations from its mean relative to the probability of an identical deviation under the standard normal distribution:
log Pr ( z < E [ z ]  − τ · stdev(z))
_________________________
   
  
   , 
(4)	
rz    (τ ) =  
log Φ(− τ)
10
We use the term primitive heterogeneity as opposed to preference heterogeneity since, in general (with
non-Cobb-Douglas technologies), differences in other primitives (such as average sectoral productivities) play a
role similar to the β
 i   s in the determination of the Domar weights.
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where τis a positive constant and Φdenotes the CDF of the standard normal. This
ratio, which is always positive, has a natural interpretation: rz    (τ ) < 1if and only if
the probability of a τstandard deviation decline in zis greater than the corresponding
probability under the normal distribution. Moreover, a smaller rz    (τ)means that a τ
standard deviation contraction in z relative to a normally distributed random variable
is more likely. The next definition introduces our notion of tail risk in terms of rz    (τ).
Definition 1: Random variable z exhibits tail risks (relative to the normal distribution) if  lim    r 
τ→∞ z  (τ ) = 0.
Thus, zexhibits tail risks if, for any ρ
 > 1 , there exists a large enough T
  such
that for all τ > Tthe probability that zexhibits a τstandard deviation contraction
below its mean is at least ρtimes larger than the corresponding probability under
the normal distribution. This definition therefore provides a natural notion for deviations from the normal distribution at the tails.11
We remark that, even though related, whether a random variable exhibits tail risks
in the sense of Definition 1 is distinct from whether it has a light- or a h eavy-tailed distribution, as our concept is defined in comparison to the tail of the normal distribution.
To be more concrete, we follow Foss, Korshunov, and Zachary (2011) and say z is
light-tailed if E [exp(bz )] < ∞for some b > 0. Otherwise, we say z is heavy tailed.
In this sense, any heavy-tailed random variable exhibits tail risks, but not all random variables with tail risks are necessarily heavy tailed. For example, even though a
random variable with a symmetric exponential distribution has light tails, it exhibits
tail risks relative to the normal distribution in the sense of Definition 1. For most
of the paper, we focus on microeconomic shocks with light tails, though in Section V,
we consider the implications of h eavy-tailed microeconomic shocks as well.
With the concepts above in hand, we can now define macroeconomic tail risks for
our economy from Section I. We define the aggregate economy’s τ-tail ratio analogously to (4), as the probability that aggregate output deviates by at least τ standard
deviations from its mean relative to the probability of an equally large deviation
under the standard normal:
log Pr (y < − τσ)
______________
  
  
   ,
	
R(τ ) =  
log Φ(− τ)

where y = log(GDP) is the economy’s aggregate output, characterized in (2);
σ = stdev(y)denotes the economy’s aggregate volatility; and for notational convenience, instead of ry    (τ)as in equation (4), we use R(τ)to denote the tail ratio of
aggregate output.12 We now use the following counterpart to Definition 1 to formalize our notion of macroeconomic tail risks.
Definition 2:
 lim  τ  
→∞R(τ) = 0.

The

economy

exhibits

macroeconomic

tail

risks

if

11
Even though Definition 1 focuses on the left tail of the distribution, one can define an identical concept for
the distribution’s right tail.
12
Note that Proposition 1, alongside the assumption that microeconomic shocks have a symmetric distribution
around the origin, guarantees that (i) Ey = 0 and (ii) aggregate output’s distribution is symmetric around the origin. As a result, it is immaterial whether we focus on the left or the right tail of the distribution.
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One key feature of our notion of macroeconomic tail risks is that, by construction,
it does not reflect differences in the magnitude of aggregate volatility, as it compares
the likelihood of large deviations relative to a normally distributed random variable
of the same standard deviation. Hence, even though increasing the standard deviation of sectoral shocks increases the economy’s aggregate volatility, it does not
impact the extent of macroeconomic tail risks.
We further note that even though measures such as kurtosis—frequently invoked
to measure deviations from normality (Fagiolo, Napoletano, and Roventini 2008;
Atalay and Drautzburg 2015)—are informative about the likelihood of large deviations, they are also affected by regular fluctuations in aggregate output, making
them potentially unsuitable as measures of tail risk. In contrast, the notion of tail risk
introduced in Definition 2 depends only on the distribution of aggregate output far
away from the mean. The following example highlights the distinction between our
notion of tail risk and kurtosis.
Example 1: Consider an economy in which aggregate output yhas the following
distribution: with probability p > 0 , it has a symmetric exponential distribution
with mean zero and variance σ
   2 , whereas with probability 1 − p , it is uniformly distributed with the same mean and variance. It is easy to verify that the excess kurtosis
of aggregate output, defined as κy    = E [ y  4  ] /E  2  [ y  2  ]   − 3  , satisfies

(5)	
κy     = (1 − p)κu  ni  + pκe  xp  ,
where κ
 u  ni  < 0and κe  xp  > 0are, respectively, the excess kurtoses of the uniform
and exponential distributions.13 Therefore, for small enough values of p  , aggregate
output exhibits a smaller kurtosis relative to that of the normal distribution. This is
despite the fact that, for all values of p > 0 , the likelihood that yexhibits a large
enough deviation is greater than what is predicted by the normal distribution. In
contrast, Definition 2 adequately captures the presence of this type of tail risk: for
any p > 0 , there exists a large enough τsuch that R(τ)is arbitrarily close to zero.
An argument similar to the example above readily shows that any normalized
moment of aggregate output satisfies a relationship identical to (5), and as a result is
similarly inadequate as a measure of tail risk.
B. Micro-Originated Macroeconomic Tail Risks
Definition 2 formally defines macroeconomic tail risk in a given economy, regardless of its origins. However, what we are interested in is whether such tail risks can
emerge as a consequence of idiosyncratic shocks to disaggregated sectors. In what
follows, we argue that to meaningfully represent whether macroeconomic tail risks
can originate from microeconomic shocks, one needs to focus on the extent of tail
risks in large economies, formally represented as a sequence of economies where
13
Excess kurtosis is defined as the difference between the kurtosis of a random variable and that of a normally
distributed random variable. Therefore, the excess kurtosis of the normal distribution is zero, whereas the excess
kurtoses of uniform and symmetric exponential distributions are equal to − 6 /5 and 3  , respectively.
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the number of sectors grows, i.e., where n → ∞. This increase in the number of
sectors should be interpreted as focusing on finer and finer levels of disaggregation
of the same economy.14
The key observation is that in any economy that consists of finitely many sectors,
idiosyncratic microeconomic shocks do not fully wash out, and as a result, would
have some macroeconomic impact. Put differently, even in the presence of independent sectoral-level shocks (ϵ1    ,  … , ϵn  ) , the economy as a whole is subject to some
residual level of aggregate uncertainty, irrespective of how large n is. The following
result formalizes this idea.
Proposition 2: If microeconomic shocks exhibit tail risks, then any economy
consisting of finitely many sectors exhibits macroeconomic tail risks.
This observation shows that to asses whether microeconomic shocks lead to the
emergence of macroeconomic tail risks in a meaningful fashion, one has to focus
on a sequence of economies with n → ∞and measure how the extent of tail risks
decreases along this sequence. This is indeed the strategy adopted by Gabaix (2011)
and Acemoglu et al. (2012), who study whether microeconomic shocks can lead to
nontrivial levels of aggregate volatility (and is implicit in Lucas’ 1977 famous argument that micro shocks should be irrelevant at the aggregate level).
Yet, this strategy raises another technical issue. As highlighted by Definition 2,
our notion of tail risks entails studying the deviations of aggregate output from its
mean as τ → ∞. This means that the order in which τand nare taken to infinity
becomes crucial. To highlight the dependence of the rates at which these two limits
are taken, we index τby the level of disaggregation of the economy, n , and study the
limiting behavior of the sequence of tail ratios,
log Pr (yn    < − τn   σn    )
________________
  
  
   ,
	
Rn    (τn  ) =  
log Φ(−τn    )
as n → ∞ , where yn  is the aggregate output of the economy consisting of n  sectors, σn    = stdev(yn  )is the corresponding aggregate volatility, and { τn  }is an increasing sequence of positive real numbers such that lim    τ 
n→∞ n  = ∞.
To determine how the sequence { τn  }should depend on the level of disaggregation,
n , we rely on the irrelevance argument of Lucas (1977), which maintains that idiosyncratic, sectoral-level shocks in a simple economy—with no network or primitive
heterogeneity—should have no aggregate impact as the number of sectors grows.
Our next result uses this argument to pin down the rate of dependence of τon n.
Proposition 3: Consider a sequence of simple economies: that is, μ
 = 0 and
β i  = 1/n for all i.
14
In Appendix B, we provide conditions under which two economies of different sizes correspond to representations of the same economy at two different levels of disaggregation. This characterization shows that the only
restriction imposed on Domar weights is an additivity constraint: the Domar weight of each aggregated sector has
to be equal to the sum of the Domar weights of the subindustries that belong to that sector. This restriction has no
bearing on our analysis in the text, and we do not impose it for the sake of parsimony.
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__

(i) If  lim n→∞ τn  /√n   = 0, then lim n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) = 1 for all light-tailed micro
economic shocks.
__

(ii) If  lim n→∞ τn  /√n   = ∞, then there exist light-tailed microeconomic shocks
such that lim n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) = 0.
__

 n  = 0 , the rate at which we take the two
In other words, as long as lim    τ 
n→∞ n/√
limits is consistent with the idea that in simple economies (with no primitive or
network heterogeneity across firms/sectors) light-tailed microeconomic shocks
have no major macroeconomic impact—whether or not they exhibit tail risks in
the sense of Definition 1. In contrast, if the rate of growth of τn  is fast enough
__
 n  = ∞ , then Lucas’s (1977) argument for the irrelevance
such that lim  n  τ 
→∞ n/√
of microeconomic shocks in a simple economy would break down. Motivated by
__
these observations, we set τ n    = c √n for some arbitrary constant c > 0and obtain
the following definition.
Definition 3: A sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks if
__

	 n→∞
lim  Rn  (c√n ) = 0,
for all c > 0.
Throughout most of the paper, we rely on this definition as the notion for the presence of micro-originated macroeconomic tail risks. In Section IIIE, we demonstrate
that our main results on the role of microeconomic shocks in creating macroeconomic
tail risks remain qualitatively unchanged under different choices for τn  .
III. Micro Shocks, Macro Tail Risks

In this section, we study whether idiosyncratic microeconomic shocks can translate into sizable macroeconomic tail risks and present our main results. Taken
together, our results illustrate that the severity of macroeconomic tail risks is determined by the interaction between the extent of heterogeneity in Domar weights and
the distribution of microeconomic shocks.
A. Normal Shocks
We first focus on the case in which microeconomic shocks are normally distributed. Besides providing us with an analytically tractable example of a distribution
with extremely light tails, the normal distribution serves as a natural benchmark for
the rest of our results.
Proposition 4: If microeconomic shocks are normally distributed, no sequence
of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks.
This result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1: aggregate output, which
is a weighted sum of microeconomic shocks, is normally distributed whenever the
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shocks are normal, thus implying that GDP fluctuations can be well approximated
by a normal distribution, even at the tails. Crucially, this result holds irrespective of
the nature of input-output linkages or sectoral size distribution.
B. Exponential-Tailed Shocks
Next, we focus on economies in which microeconomic shocks have exponential
tails. Formally, we say microeconomic shocks have exponential tails if there exists
a constant γ > 0such that
1   log F(−z) = − γ.
	 z→∞
lim  __
z
For example, any microeconomic shock with a CDF satisfying
 (z)
F(−z) = 1 − F(z) = Q(z) e  −γ zfor z ≥ 0and some polynomial function Q
belongs to this class. Note that even though exponential-tailed shocks belong to the
class of light-tailed distributions, they exhibit tail risks according to Definition 1.
Our main results in this subsection provide necessary and sufficient conditions
under which these microeconomic tail risks translate into sizable macroeconomic
tail risks.
To present our results, we introduce the measure of sectoral dominance of a given
economy as
vm
  ax
__  ,
	
δ =  ______
ǁ v ǁ/√n 
where nis the number of sectors in the economy, vm
  ax  = max  {v 1    ,  … , vn  }  , and
1/2
n
2
ǁ v ǁ = (∑i=1 v i  )  is the second (uncentered) moment of the economy’s Domar
weights. Intuitively, δ measures how important the most dominant sector in the
economy is compared to the variation in the importance of all sectors as mea__
sured by ǁ v ǁ. The normalization factor √
 n reflects the fact that δcaptures the
extent of this dominance relative to a simple economy, for which vm
  ax  = 1/n and
__
ǁ v ǁ   = 1/√n . This of course implies that the sectoral dominance of a simple economy is equal to 1. We further remark that even though, formally, sectoral dominance
depends on the largest Domar weight, a high value of δ does not necessarily imply
that a single sector is overwhelmingly important relative to the rest of the economy.
Rather, the presence of a group of sectors that are large relative to the amount of
dispersion in Domar weights would also translate into a high level of sectoral dominance. The next proposition contains our main results.15
Proposition 5: Suppose microeconomic shocks have exponential tails.
(i) A sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks if and only
if lim    
n→∞δ = ∞.
15
Whenever we work with a sequence of economies, all our key objects, including δ   , vmax
   , and ǁ v ǁ , depend on
the level of disaggregation n . However, unless there is a potential risk of confusion, we simplify the notation by suppressing their dependence on n. We make the dependence on nexplicit when presenting the proofs in the Appendix.
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__

(ii) A sequence of economies for which lim    
lim    
n→∞δ/√n  = 0 and 
n→∞δ = ∞
exhibits macroeconomic tail risks, even though aggregate output is asymptotically normally distributed, in the sense that y/σ →  (0, 1) in distribution.
Statement (i) illustrates that in the presence of exponentially tailed shocks,
sequences of economies with limited levels of sectoral dominance (i.e.,
lim inf  n  
→∞δ < ∞) exhibit no macroeconomic tail risks. This is due to the fact that
in the absence of a dominant sector (or a group of sectors), microeconomic tail
risks wash out as a result of aggregation, with no sizable macroeconomic effects. In
contrast, in economies with nontrivial sectoral dominance (where δ → ∞), the tail
risks of exponential microeconomic shocks do not entirely cancel each other out,
even in a very large economy, thus resulting in aggregate tail risks.16 This result thus
complements those of Gabaix (2011) and Acemoglu et al. (2012) by establishing
that heterogeneity in Domar weights is essential not only in generating aggregate
volatility, but also in translating microeconomic tail risk into macroeconomic tail
risks. However, as we show in Section IIID, the role played by the heterogeneity in
Domar weights in engendering aggregate volatility is fundamentally distinct from
its role in generating tail risks.
Part (ii) of the proposition shows that significant macroeconomic tail risks can
coexist with a normally distributed aggregate output, as predicted by the central
limit theorem. Though it may appear contradictory at first, this coexistence is quite
intuitive: the notion of asymptotic normality implied by the central limit theorem
considers the likelihood of a τσdeviation from the mean as the number of sectors
grows, while keeping the size of the deviations τ fixed. In contrast, per our discussion in Section II, tail risks correspond to the likelihood of large deviations, formally
captured by taking the limit τ → ∞. Proposition 5 thus underscores that the determinants of large deviations can be fundamentally distinct from the origins of small
or moderate deviations. This result also explains how, consistent with the patterns
documented for the United States in Figure 1, aggregate output can be well approximated by a normal distribution away from the tails, even though it may exhibit
significantly greater likelihood of tail events.
The juxtaposition of Propositions 4 and 5 further highlights the important role
that the distribution of microeconomic shocks plays in shaping aggregate tail risks.
In particular, replacing normally distributed microeconomic shocks with exponential shocks—which have only slightly heavier tails—may dramatically increase the
likelihood of large economic downturns. This is despite the fact that the distribution
of microeconomic shocks has no impact on the standard deviation of GDP or the
shape of its distribution away from the tails (as shown by part (ii) of Proposition 5).
__

The fact that sectoral dominance, δ = vmax
   √n  /  ǁ v ǁ , is a sufficient statistic for the presence of macroeconomic tail risks has an intuitive interpretation as well. Recall that, by construction, our notion of tail risks does not
reflect differences in the magnitude of aggregate volatility, as it compares the likelihood of large deviations relative
to a normally distributed random variable of the same standard deviation. As such,__ ǁ v ǁ   = stdev(y)in the denominator of δ normalizes for the level of aggregate volatility in the economy. The √n term ensures that the sectoral
dominance of a simple economy is normalized to 1. Finally, the v max
  term captures the fact that the likelihood of a
τ-standard deviation decline in the sector with the largest Domar weight provides a lower bound for the likelihood
of an equally large decline in aggregate output. The proof of Proposition 5 establishes that this lower bound is tight
when microeconomic shocks have exponential tails.
16
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Figure 2. An Economy in Which Sector 1 Is the Input-Supplier to k Sectors

Example 2: Consider the sequence of economies depicted in Figure 2 in which
sector 1 is the sole supplier to k sectors, whereas the output of the rest of the sectors are not used as intermediate goods for production. Furthermore, suppose that
the economies in this sequence exhibit no primitive heterogeneity, in the sense that
households assign an equal weight of βi    = 1/nto all goods i . It is easy to verify that

μk
1
	
vmax
    = v 1  =  ______   +  __
n 
n(1 − μ)

and

______________________

1
	
ǁ v ǁ   =  ______
μk + 1 − μ)  2  + (k − 1) (1 − μ)  2  + n − k   .
  √(    
n(1 − μ)

As a result, lim    
n→∞δ = ∞if and only if k → ∞as the level of disaggregation is
increased. Thus, by Proposition 5, exponentially distributed microeconomic shocks
in such a sequence of economies generate macroeconomic tail risks provided that
k → ∞ as n → ∞. Notice that macroeconomic tail risks can be present even if sector
1 is an i nput-supplier to a diminishing fraction of sectors. For example, if k = log   n  ,
the fraction of sectors that rely on sector 1 satisfies l im    
n→∞k / n = 0 , which ensures
that the central limit theorem applies. Indeed, in this case, Proposition 5(ii) guarantees that y / σ →  (0, 1)in distribution.
The next example shows that macroeconomic tail risks can arise in the absence of
network heterogeneity as long as the economy exhibits sufficient levels of primitive
heterogeneity.
Example 3: Consider a sequence of economies with no input-output linkages
(i.e., μ = 0) and suppose that the weights assigned by the representative household
to different goods are given by β1    = s/nand βi    = (1 − β 1  )/ (n − 1)for all i ≠ 1.
Thus, the representative household values good 1 more than all other goods as long
as s > 1. Then,

	
vm
  ax  = s/n,
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whereas
____________

1   2 + (n − s)  2  / (n − 1) 
	
ǁ v ǁ   =  __
n  √s  

for the economy consisting of 
nsectors. Therefore, provided that 
s → ∞
(as n → ∞), this sequence of economies exhibits n ontrivial sectoral dominance and
sizable levels of macroeconomic tail risks.
Contrasting this observation with Example 2 shows that either network or primitive heterogeneity are sufficient for the emergence of macroeconomic tail risks.
Though Proposition 5 provides a complete characterization of the conditions
under which macroeconomic tail risks emerge from the aggregation of microeconomic shocks, its conditions are in terms of the limiting behavior of our measure of
sectoral dominance, δ , which in turn depends on the entire distribution of Domar
weights. Our next result focuses on a subclass of economies for which we can
directly compute the extent of sectoral dominance.
Definition 4: An economy has Pareto Domar weights with exponent η > 0
if vi    = ci  −1/η for all i and some constant c > 0.
In an economy with Pareto Domar weights, the fraction of sectors with Domar
weights greater than or equal to any given k is proportional to k   −η. Consequently, a
smaller ηcorresponds to more heterogeneity in Domar weights and hence a (weakly)
larger measure of sectoral dominance. It is easy to verify that if η < 2 , the measure
__
of sectoral dominance of such a sequence of economies grows at rate √
 n   , whereas
for η > 2 , it grows at rate n  1/η.17 Nevertheless, in either case, lim    
n→∞δ = ∞  ,
which leads to the following corollary to Proposition 5.
Corollary 1: Consider a sequence of economies with Pareto Domar weights
with common exponent η and suppose that microeconomic shocks have exponential
tails.
(i) The sequence exhibits macroeconomic tail risks for all η > 0.
(ii)	
y/σ →  (0, 1) in distribution if η ≥ 2.
Consequently, if η ≥ 2 , exponential-tailed microeconomic shocks lead to macroeconomic tail risks, even though aggregate output is asymptotically normally
distributed.
C. Generalization: Super-Exponential Shocks
In the previous subsection, we focused on economies in which microeconomic
shocks have exponential tails. In this subsection, we show that our main results
______

In the knife edge case of η = 2 , sectoral dominance grows at rate √
 n /log   n . See the proof of Corollary 1
for exact derivations.
17
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presented in Proposition 5 generalize to a larger subclass of light-tailed microeconomic shocks. Specifically, here we focus on economies in which microeconomic
shocks belong to the subclass of super-exponential distributions with shape parameter α ∈ (1, 2) , in the sense that
1    log F(−z) = − k,
(6)	 z→∞
lim   ___
z  α
where Fis the common CDF of microeconomic shocks and k > 0is a con(−z) = 1 − F(z)
stant.18 For example, any shock with a CDF satisfying F
α
 (z)belongs to this family. Note
= Q(z) exp (−kz    )for some polynomial function Q
that we are ruling out the cases of α
 = 1and α = 2as, in such cases, shocks have
exponential and normal tails, respectively.19 This observation thus illustrates that
microeconomic shocks belonging to this class of distributions exhibit tail risks in the
sense of Definition 1, while having tails that are lighter than that of the exponential
distribution.
Proposition 6: Suppose microeconomic shocks have super-exponential tails
with shape parameter α
 ∈ (1, 2).
(i) If lim inf n→∞  δ < ∞, then the sequence of economies exhibits no macroeconomic tail risks.
(ii) If  lim n→∞  δ/n  (α−1)/α = ∞, then the sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks.
Therefore, the insights from Proposition 5 generalize to economies that are subject to s uper-exponential shocks. As with e xponential-tailed shocks, Proposition 6
shows that sectoral dominance δplays a central role in translating microeconomic
tail risks into macroeconomic tail risks.
D. Macroeconomic Tail Risks and Aggregate Volatility
Our results thus far establish that sectoral heterogeneity plays a key role in translating microeconomic shocks into macroeconomic tail risks. At the same time, as
argued by Gabaix (2011) and Acemoglu et al. (2012), such a heterogeneity also
underpins micro-originated aggregate volatility. Despite this similarity, it is important to note that the role played by sectoral heterogeneity in generating macroeconomic tail risks is quite distinct from its role in bringing forth aggregate volatility.

18
We provide a characterization for a broader class of 
super-exponential distributions in the proof of
Proposition 6.
19
We estimated α
 in equation (6) for fi
 ve-factor TFP growth rate of 459 f our-digit manufacturing industries in
the NBER productivity database via maximum likelihood (Fagiolo, Napoletano, and Roventini 2008). The mean
and median of this parameter are, respectively, 1.42 and 1.25 (with the 25 and 75 percentiles equal to 0.97 and 1.60,
respectively). These estimates therefore indicate that the exponential distribution provides a better approximation
to the tails of the industry TFP shock distributions than the normal.
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To see this distinction, recall from Proposition 5 that in the presence of
exponential-tailed microeconomic shocks, a sequence of economies with sufficiently high levels of sectoral dominance exhibits macroeconomic tail risks: microeconomic shocks translate into sizable aggregate tail risks if and only if

vmax
  
__  = ∞.
lim
   ______
(7)	 n→∞
lim  δ =  n→∞
ǁ v ǁ /√n 

As already mentioned in Section IIIB, this condition holds whenever a sector or a
group of sectors play a significant role in determining macroeconomic outcomes
relative to the variation in the Domar weights of all sectors.
On the other hand, the characterization in equation (2) implies that aggregate volatility is equal to σ = stdev(y) = ǁ v ǁ. Therefore, as argued by Gabaix (2011) and
Acemoglu et al. (2012), micro shocks generate aggregate volatility if ǁ v ǁdecays to
__
zero at a rate slower than 1/√n , that is, if

ǁvǁ
__  = ∞.
(8)	
 n→∞
lim
   ____
1/√n 

Contrasting (8) with (7) highlights that even though the microeconomic origins
of both aggregate volatility and tail risks are shaped by the extent of heterogeneity
in Domar weights, different aspects of this heterogeneity matter in each case: while
the level of macroeconomic tail risks depends on the largest Domar weight in the
economy, aggregate volatility is determined by the second moment of the distribution
of Domar weights. Furthermore, recall from the discussion in Sections IIIA and IIIB
that the nature of microeconomic shocks plays a critical role in shaping the extent
of macroeconomic tail risks. In contrast, as far as aggregate volatility is concerned,
the shape and distributions of micro shocks (beyond their variance) are immaterial.
Taken together, these observations imply that a sequence of economies may
exhibit macroeconomic tail risks even if it does not display nontrivial levels of aggregate volatility, and vice versa. The following examples illustrate these possibilities.
Example 4: Consider a sequence of economies with Pareto Domar weights with
common exponent η , that is, vi    = ci  −1/ηfor all sectors i. It is easy to verify that as
long as η > 2 , aggregate volatility in this sequence of economies decays at the rate
ǁvǁ

____  < ∞), regardless of the distribution of
1/√n  (or more precisely, lim sup     
n→∞1 / √__
n 
microeconomic shocks. Hence, microeconomic shocks in such a sequence of economies have no meaningful impact on aggregate volatility. This is despite the fact
that, as established in Corollary 1, exponentially tailed microeconomic shocks lead
to macroeconomic tail risks for all positive values of η.
__

Example 5: Consider any sequence of economies for which (8) is satisfied. As
already argued, in this case, microeconomic shocks lead to n ontrivial aggregate volatility, regardless of how these shocks are distributed. Yet, by Proposition 4, when
microeconomic shocks are normally distributed, the sequence of economies exhibits
no macroeconomic tail risks.
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We end this discussion by showing that the distinct natures of aggregate volatility
and macroeconomic tail risks mean that structural changes in an economy can lead
to a reduction in the former while simultaneously increasing the latter.
Example 6: Suppose that a structural change in the economy results in a reduction
in ǁ v ǁwhile vm
  axremains constant. This will reduce the economy’s aggregate volatility, but increase its sectoral dominance, leading to aggregate fluctuations that are
generally less volatile but are more likely to experience large deviations. Clearly, the
same can be true even if vm
  axdeclines, provided that this is less than the reduction in
ǁ v ǁ. The possibility of simultaneous declines in aggregate volatility and increases in
the likelihood of large economic downturns suggests a different perspective on the
experience of the Great Moderation and the Great Recession in the United States,
where a persistent decline in the standard deviation of GDP since the 1970s was
followed by the most severe recession that the US economy had experienced since
the Great Depression.

E. Alternative Measures and Quantifying Tail Risks
In Section II, we relied on Proposition 2 and the irrelevance argument of Lucas
(1977) to define the presence of m
 icro-originated macroeconomic tail risks in terms
__
of the asymptotic behavior of R
   n  (τn  )when τn    = c√n . We conclude this section by
__
 n is arguably the
establishing that even though a sequence τ n  that grows at rate √
most natural choice, our main results on the microeconomic origins of macroeconomic tail risks remain qualitatively unchanged if one opts for an alternative choice
 n    (τn  )under different
of τ n  . More importantly, we also show that the behavior of R
choices for τ n  provides a natural quantification of the extent of tail risks.
To capture these ideas formally, we say a sequence of economies exhibits macτn  }is a
roeconomic tail risks with respect to {τn  } if lim  n  R 
→∞ n  (τn  ) = 0 , where {

 
=
∞
.
It
is
immediate
that
sequence of positive real numbers such that lim    τ 
__ n→∞ n
this notion reduces to Definition 3 if τ n    = c√n for some constant c > 0. On the
other hand, different choices of { τn  }translate to changing the burden for generating tail risks: a lower rate of growth of τ n  corresponds to a greater burden, as the
definition would now require the deviation of aggregate output’s distribution from
normality to start closer to the mean of the distribution (that is, at fewer standard
deviations away from the mean).
We have the following generalization to Propositions 4– 6.
Proposition 7: Let {τn  }be a sequence of positive real numbers such that
lim  n  τ 
→∞ n  = ∞.
(i) Suppose microeconomic shocks are normally distributed. Then no sequence
of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks with respect to {τn  }.
(ii) Suppose microeconomic shocks have exponential tails. Then a sequence of
economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks with respect to { τn  } if and only if


δ  
__ n   = ∞.
   _____
	
 n→∞
lim
√
 n  / τn  
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(iii) Suppose microeconomic shocks have 
super-exponential tails with shape
parameter α ∈ (1, 2). If

δn  
   _________
  
  = ∞,
	
 n→∞
lim
__
√
 n  / τ  (2/α−1)

n 

		
then the sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks with
respect to {τn  }.
This result thus reemphasizes that, regardless of the choice of {τn  } , the emergence of macroeconomic tail risks is tightly related to two factors: the distribution
of microeconomic shocks and the extent of sectoral heterogeneity. Furthermore, part
(ii) of the proposition shows that the measure of sectoral dominance, δ  , continues to
serve as a sufficient static for the presence of tail risks when microeconomic shocks
have exponential tails. This result also confirms that, as hinted by Definition 3, the
presence of macroeconomic tail risks with respect to some threshold sequence { τn  }
is only related to that sequence’s rate of growth (and not to the actual values of τn  ).
Parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 7 further show that if a sequence of economies
exhibits tail risks with respect to some {τn  } , it will also do so with respect to any
sequence {τ  n′  }that grows at a faster rate (that is, lim    τ 
′  /τn    = ∞). As such, the
n→∞ n
presence or absence of macroeconomic tail risks with respect to different sequences
provides a natural quantification of these risks, as we formalize next.
Definition
5: Consider two sequences of economies with tail risk ratios R
 n  
_
  n, respectively.
and R
_
Rn if lim    R 
(i) Rn   exhibits weakly more_ macroeconomic tail risks than   
n→∞ n  (τn  )
  n  (τn  ) = 0.
= 0 whenever lim  n  
→∞R
_
(ii)	
Rn   exhibits strictly more macroeconomic tail risks than R n   if it exhibits weakly more macroeconomic tail risks, and in addition,_there exists a
∗
∗
 
∞ such that lim  n  R 
  = 0 and lim  n  
  > 0.
sequence τ  ∗n →
→∞ n  (τ  n)
→∞R n  (τ  n)
Put differently, if a sequence of economies exhibits strictly more macroeconomic
tail risks than another, there exists a sequence τ  ⁎n  such that the likelihood of a τ  ⁎n   σn  
deviation in the former can be arbitrarily greater than the latter for large enough
values of n.
Corollary 2: Suppose microeconomic shocks have exponential tails. Then a
sequence of economies with sectoral dominance δn  exhibits strictly more macroeconomic tail risks than a sequence of economies with sectoral dominance   δn̅   if and
only if lim    δ 
n→∞ n  /   δn̅     = ∞.
This result thus provides a refinement of Proposition 5: the limiting behavior of
the measure of sectoral dominance not only captures whether the economy exhibits
macroeconomic tail risks, but also provides a sufficient statistic for the extent of
such risks. This corollary also provides a (partial) ordering of different sequences
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of economies in terms of the extent of macroeconomic tail risks irrespective of the
choice of τ n  .
IV. Tail Comovements

Our results in the previous section show that sufficient levels of sectoral dominance can translate microeconomic tail risk into macroeconomic tail risks. Deep
recessions such as the Great Depression, however, involve not only large drops in
aggregate output, but also significant simultaneous contractions across a range of
sectors within the economy. In this section, we investigate this issue and argue that
intersectoral i nput-output linkages play a key role in translating idiosyncratic microeconomic shocks into such simultaneous sectoral contractions.
We start our analysis by formally defining tail comovements as the likelihood that
all sectors experience a simultaneous τstandard deviation decline in their respective
outputs conditional on a τσdrop in aggregate output. Specifically, for an economy
consisting of nsectors, we define
(9)	
C(τ) = Pr (xˆi    < E xˆi    − τ σˆ i   

for all

i | y < − τσ),

where xˆi    = log (xi  )is the log output of sector i  , σˆ i    = stdev(xˆi  )is output volatility
of sector i , and σ = stdev(y)is the economy’s aggregate volatility. This statistic
measures whether a large contraction in aggregate output would necessarily imply
that all sectoral outputs also experience a large decline with high probability.20
Therefore, in an economy with high levels of tail comovements, m
 icro-originated
recessions are very similar to recessions that result from e conomy-wide aggregate
shocks.
In the remainder of this section, we show that the extent of tail comovements, as
measured by (9), is determined by the nature of input-output linkages across different sectors. We establish that, keeping the distribution of microeconomic shocks
and the heterogeneity in Domar weights constant, increasing the extent of sectoral
interconnections leads to higher levels of tail comovements.
A. Sectoral Interconnections
Before presenting our main results, we introduce a formal comparison of the
extent of sectoral interconnections across two economies.
Recall from equation (2) that Domar weights serve as sufficient statistics for
the role of microeconomic shocks in shaping the behavior of aggregate output.
Furthermore, equation (3) illustrates that the Domar weights are determined by the
preference parameters, ( β1    ,  … , βn    ) , and the economy’s input-output linkages as
summarized by its Leontief inverse L. Consequently, two economies may exhibit
different levels of primitive and network heterogeneity, even though their Domar
20
As discussed in footnote 6, two standard deviation contractions in the US economy are associated with about
10 percent of four-digit manufacturing industries experiencing similarly large declines. Though it is possible to
define tail comovements as the conditional likelihood that 10 percent (or any other fraction) of sectors experience
large declines, it is conceptually simpler and mathematically more convenient to focus on the likelihood that all
sectors experience such a decline.
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weights are identical. To provide a comparison across such economies, we define
the following concept.
Definition 6: Consider two economies with identical Domar weights; i.e.,
vi    = v  ′i   for all i. The latter economy is more interconnected than the former if there
exists a stochastic matrix Bsuch that
(10)	
L′ = BL,
where L and L′ are the corresponding Leontief inverse matrices of the two economies, respectively.21
Intuitively, p remultiplication of the Leontief inverse matrix L
 by the stochastic matrix B
 ensures that the entries of the resulting Leontief matrix L
 ′are more
evenly distributed while at the same time its diagonal elements are smaller than the
corresponding elements of L
 . Therefore, the resulting economy not only exhibits
more intersectoral linkages, but also the intensity of such linkages are more equally
distributed across pairs of sectors. The following examples clarify these properties.
Example 7: Consider two economies with identical Domar weights and
′ = [a  ′i j  ]
. Furthermore, suppose that
input-output matrices A
 = [ai  j  ]and A
input-output linkages in the two economies are related via

ρ(1 − μ) __
ρ
1   a    +  ______
	a  ′i j  =  _____
nμ   −   μ   1{  i=j})
(1 − ρ) ( ij
for some constant 0 ≤ ρ ≤ μ min    i  ai  i , with 1{  ·}denoting the indicator function
(where the restriction on ρensures that a  ′i  j  ≥ 0for all iand j). This transformaai  i), and redistributes it
tion reduces the value of a i  ifor all sectors i (i.e., a  ′i  < 
i 
evenly across pairs of sectors j ≠ i , making input-output linkages more uniformly
distributed.
Indeed, it is easy to show that this intuitive argument is consistent with our formal
notion of sectoral interconnections in Definition 6: the Leontief inverse matrices
of the two economies are related to one another via equation (10) for the stochas  . This
tic matrix B
 = [ bi  j  ]whose elements are given by b ij    = ρ / n + (1 − ρ) 1{i=j}
implies that the latter economy is more interconnected.
Example 8: Consider an economy with no input-output linkages, that is, aij    = 0
for all pairs of sectors i ≠ j , so that the economy’s Leontief inverse matrix is given
by L = 
(1 − μ)  −1  I , where μis the share of material goods in the firms’ production
technology and Idenotes the identity matrix. Domar weights in this economy are
proportional to the corresponding preference parameters, i.e., v i    = β i / (1 − μ) for
all i.
21

A square matrix is stochastic if it is element-wise nonnegative and each of its rows add up to 1. The assumption that B
 is stochastic guarantees that the share of material inputs, μ , is equal in the two economies.
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This economy is less interconnected—in the sense of Definition 6—than all other
economies with identical Domar weights. To see this, consider an economy with
Leontief inverse matrix L
 ′with a pair of sectors i ≠ jsuch that a   ′i j  > 0 and v  ′k   = vk  
for all k. Since the Leontief inverse matrices of the two economies satisfy equation (10) with B
 = (1 − μ) L′ , it is then immediate that the latter economy is more
interconnected.
We end this discussion with a remark on the relationship between primitive and
network heterogeneity. Recall that Definition 6 provides a comparison for the extent
of sectoral interconnections between two economies with identical Domar weights.
Consequently, in order for all Domar weights to remain unchanged, the transformation in (10) not only impacts the nature of input-output linkages (as summarized
by the Leontief inverse matrices), but also alters the economy’s primitive heterogeneity. More specifically, if an economy is more interconnected than another, the
preference parameters of the two economies have to be related via β
 i    = ∑nj=1 bj  i β  j′    ,
so that v i    = v  i′  for all i , implying that preference shares in the more interconnected
economy are less evenly distributed across the n goods.
B. Input-Output Linkages and Tail Comovements
We now present the main result of this section.
Proposition 8: If an economy is more interconnected than another economy
with identical Domar weights, then it exhibits more tail comovements.
This result thus highlights the importance of i nput-output linkages in creating tail
comovements across different sectors: given two economies with identical Domar
weights, the one with greater levels of sectoral interconnections exhibits more tail
comovements, in spite of the fact that the two economies are indistinguishable at the
aggregate level.
Proposition 8 also clarifies a key distinction between the nature of economic fluctuations in (i) economies with no input-output linkages but a significant level of
primitive heterogeneity (such as the baseline, island model of Gabaix 2011) on the
one hand; and (ii) economies with a high level of network heterogeneity (such as
the ones studied by Acemoglu et al. 2012) on the other. While large economic downturns of the first type mostly arise as a consequence of negative shocks to sectors
with high βi   , fluctuations in the latter category are due to the propagation of shocks
over the economy’s input-output linkages. Even though the two mechanisms may
not be distinguishable in the aggregate, they lead to significantly different levels of
tail comovements.
To further clarify this point, consider the economy with no input-output linkages
studied in Example 8, which is reminiscent of the island model of Gabaix (2011). As
our arguments in Section III highlight, so long as preference parameters are heterogeneous enough, the economy exhibits nontrivial levels of macroeconomic tail risks.
Nevertheless, Example 8 and Proposition 8 together imply that such an economy
exhibits the least amount of tail comovements relative to all other economies with the
same Domar weights. In other words, although an economy with significant n etwork
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heterogeneity experiences large economic downturns at the same frequency as an
economy with identical Domar weights yet no network heterogeneity, its downturns
are associated with severe contractions across a larger collection of sectors.
We end this section by remarking that even though we presented Proposition 8 for
a pair of economies with a given number of sectors n  , an identical result holds for
two sequences of economies as n  grows.
Corollary 3: Consider two sequences of economies with identical Domar
weights. If all economies in the first sequence are more interconnected than their corresponding economies in the second sequence, then lim inf    C 
n→∞ n(τn  )/C  ′n   (τn  ) ≥ 1
for all sequences {τn  }.
V. Heavy-Tailed Shocks: An Equivalence Result

In this section, we extend our previous results by showing that the presence of
primitive or network heterogeneity can translate light-tailed (e.g., exponential-tailed)
idiosyncratic shocks into aggregate effects that can only arise with heavy-tailed shocks
in the absence of such heterogeneity. In other words, we show that sufficient levels
of heterogeneity in the economy’s Domar weights have the same effect on the size of
macroeconomic tail risks as subjecting firms to shocks with significantly heavier tails.
To present this result, we focus on an important subclass of heavy-tailed microeconomic shocks, namely shocks with Pareto tails. Formally, we say microeconomic
shocks have Pareto tails if

1    log F(−z) = − λ,
   _____
	
 z→∞
lim
log z

where λ > 2is the corresponding Pareto index. The smaller is λ , the heavier is
the tail of the distribution. The condition that λ > 2is meant to guarantee that the
standard deviation of microeconomic shocks is w
 ell defined and finite. We start with
a simple observation regarding Pareto-tailed shocks.
Proposition 9: If microeconomic shocks are Pareto tailed, any sequence of
economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks.
The intuition for this result is simple: when microeconomic shocks have Pareto
tails, the likelihood that at least one sector is hit with a large shock is high. As a
result, regardless of the extent of heterogeneity in Domar weights, aggregate output
experiences large declines with a relatively high probability, thus generating macroeconomic tail risks. This is in contrast to the case of e xponentially tailed shocks,
in which macroeconomic tail risks can emerge only if the economy exhibits sizable
sectoral dominance. Nonetheless, we have the following result.
Proposition 10: For a sequence of simple economies subject to P
 areto-tailed
microeconomic shocks, there exists a sequence of economies subject to
exponential-tailed shocks that exhibits (strictly) more macroeconomic tail risks in
the sense of Definition 5.
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This result reiterates that macroeconomic tail risks can emerge not just due to
(aggregate or idiosyncratic) shocks that are drawn from h eavy-tailed distributions,
but rather as a consequence of the interplay between relatively light-tailed distributions and heterogeneity in Domar weights. It thus underscores that sufficient levels
of sectoral dominance can fundamentally reshape the distribution of aggregate output by concentrating risk at the tails and increasing the likelihood of large economic
downturns from infinitesimal to substantial. This observational equivalence result
thus provides a novel solution to what Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist (1996) refer
to as the “small shocks, large cycles puzzle” by showing that substantial levels of
primitive or network heterogeneity can mimic large aggregate shocks.
Proposition 10 further highlights the distinction between our main results and
those of Fama (1963) and Ibragimov and Walden (2007), who observe that the
presence of Pareto-tailed shocks with extremely heavy tails and infinite variances
(that is, when the Pareto index satisfies λ < 2) leads to departures from normality.
In contrast to these papers, our main results show that sufficient heterogeneity in
Domar weights translates light-tailed microeconomic shocks into aggregate effects
that are observationally equivalent to those that arise due to heavy-tailed shocks.
We end this discussion with the following corollary to Proposition 10.
Corollary 4: For a sequence of simple economies subject to Pareto-tailed
shocks, there exists a sequence of economies with Pareto Domar weights and subject to e xponential-tailed shocks which exhibits an identical level of macroeconomic
tail risks.
In other words, Pareto Domar weights have the same impact on the level of macroeconomic tail risks as P
 areto-tailed shocks in a simple economy.
VI. A Simple Quantitative Illustration

We now provide a simple quantitative exercise to highlight whether and how
microeconomic shocks can lead to macroeconomic tail risks. We show that the
extent of heterogeneity in Domar weights in the US data is capable of generating departures from the normal distribution similar to the patterns documented in
Figure 1. We also provide an illustration of the extent of tail comovements implied
by the input-output linkages in the US data.
Throughout this section, we use the 2007 
commodity-by-commodity direct
requirements table and the corresponding sectoral sales data compiled by the Bureau
of Economic Analysis. Using the sales data, we compute each sector’s Domar weight
as the ratio of its sales over GDP. The direct requirements table gives us the equivalent of our i nput-output matrix A , with the typical ( i, j)entry corresponding—under
the C
 obb-Douglas technology assumption—to the value of spending on commodity
jper dollar of production of commodity i.22 Though, for the sake of simplicity, we
have thus far assumed that the row sums of Aare equal to 1 (i.e., ∑nj=1 aij    = 1), we
22
To better approximate the private sector of the economy, in this analysis we exclude 13 sectors corresponding
to housing, residential structures, and federal and local government activities. See Acemoglu et al. (2012) for some
basic descriptive statistics about the US economy’s input-output matrices.
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Figure 3. Q-Q Plot of Aggregate Output on the Presence of Exponential Shocks
Note: The figure depicts the Q
 -Q plot of aggregate output against the normal distribution in the presence of exponential shocks, with Domar weights matched to the corresponding values in the US data.

drop this restriction in this section and instead work with the matrix implied by the
direct requirements table.23
We first study the distribution of aggregate output in our model economy when
microeconomic (sectoral) shocks are drawn from a symmetric exponential distribution, with the mean and variance chosen such that the first two moments of the economy’s aggregate output match the first two moments of the US postwar GDP growth
rate. The resulting Q
 -Q plot is depicted in Figure 3.24 Confirming our theoretical
results, the distribution of aggregate output exhibits systematic departures from the
normal line at the tails, starting from around two standard deviations away from the
mean. The Anderson-Darling, K
 olmogorov-Smirnov, and Carmér-von Mises tests
all reject normality at the 1 percent level.
We next investigate the contribution of network heterogeneity in the US data to the
extent of macroeconomic tail risks. We focus on the distribution of aggregate output
in a counterfactual economy with no primitive heterogeneity, where Domar weights
are given by the column sums of the economy’s Leontief inverse (divided by n ). The
resulting Q-Q plot is depicted in panel A of Figure 4. As the figure indicates, the
distribution of aggregate output exhibits nontrivial departures from normality at both
ends, highlighting the role of network heterogeneity in the emergence of macroeconomic tail risks. Indeed, all three g oodness-of-fit tests reject normality at the 1 percent
23
This choice is inconsequential for any of the main points we emphasize in this section, which remain essentially unchanged if we transform Aby normalizing its row sums to 1 and then impose μ = 0.4.
24
We take 50,000 draws from the implied distributions to construct these figures and test statistics.
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Figure 4. Q-Q Plots of Aggregate Output in the Presence of Exponential Shocks
Notes: Panel A depicts the Q
 -Q plot of the counterfactual economy with no primitive heterogeneity, with Domar
weights set equal to the corresponding column sums of the Leontief inverse matrix divided by n . Panel B depicts the
same plot for the counterfactual economy with all Domar weights set equal to 1/n.

level. Finally, panel B of Figure 4 depicts the Q-Q plot of aggregate output when both
sources of heterogeneity are shut down, with all Domar weights set equal to 1/n.
Consistent with our theoretical results, aggregate output in this case does not exhibit
any meaningful departures from normality (with the three goodness-of-fit tests failing
to reject normality at the 10 percent level) despite the fact that microeconomic shocks
have an exponential distribution. Taken together, this exercise confirms that the extent
of network heterogeneity in the US data is consistent with the proposition that modest
levels of tail risk at the sectoral level can lead to macroeconomic tail risks.
The characterization in Corollary 1 provides an alternative way to asses the role
of microeconomic interactions in the emergence of large economic downturns.
Recall that, according to this result, Pareto distributed Domar weights can translate
exponential-tailed microeconomic shocks into macroeconomic tail risks. Motivated
by this observation, Figure 5 plots the empirical countercumulative distribution
(defined as 1 minus the empirical cumulative distribution function) of the Domar
weights in US data on the l og-log scale. It also includes the n onparametric estimates
for the empirical countercumulative distribution using the Nadaraya-Watson kernel
regression (Nadaraya 1964; Watson 1964) with a bandwidth selected using least
squares cross-validation. The tail of the distribution of Domar weights appears to
be approximately linear, corresponding to a Pareto distribution. Taking the tail to
correspond to 20 percent of the sample, we estimate the Pareto index, η , using an
ordinary least squares regression with the Gabaix and Ibragimov (2011) correc 0.24), which is very
tion. This yields an estimate of ηˆ O  LS = 1.45 (standard error =
close to the average slope implied by the n onparametric N
 adaraya-Watson regression for the same part of the sample, ηˆ   NW  = 1.36. This exercise thus suggests that
US Domar weights have a distribution that is consistent with exponentially tailed
sectoral shocks generating macroeconomic tail risks.25
25
Based on the results of Acemoglu et al. (2012), our estimates for the Pareto index of the distribution of Domar
weights also imply the presence of significant levels of micro-originated aggregate volatility (measured as standard
deviation of aggregate output).
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Figure 5. The Empirical Countercumulative Distribution of Sectoral Domar Weights

As a final exercise, we assess the implications of input-output linkages observed
in the US data for the extent of tail comovements. Assuming exponentially distributed sectoral shocks, we compute the probability that 10 percent or more of sectors
experience a two standard deviation decline when aggregate output itself declines
by two standard deviations or more (recall from footnote 6 that 10 percent is approximately the fraction of manufacturing sectors experiencing such a decline in the two
sharpest US recessions). Given the Domar weights and input-output matrix of the
US economy, we find this number to be equal to 0.17 percent. We then compute the
same number for the counterfactual economy in which Domar weights are identical
to that of the US economy but are entirely driven by primitive heterogeneity. Given
that, by construction, this counterfactual economy is less interconnected than the US
economy, our theoretical results imply that it should also display less tail comovements. Indeed, in this case the conditional probability that 10 percent or more of
sectors experience a two standard deviation decline is effectively equal to 0, up to
four digits after the decimal point.
VII. Dynamic Model

We conclude our analysis by showing that the main results of the static model
studied in the earlier sections extend to a dynamic economy in the spirit of Long and
Plosser (1983) and Horvath (2000), where it takes each firm one period to transform
inputs to output.
Consider a discrete-time dynamic economy consisting of nsectors, each with
a Cobb-Douglas production technology. In contrast to the static model in (1),
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p roduction does not take place instantaneously, but with one period delay following
the purchase of inputs. Specifically, the production technology of sector iat time t
is given by
n

  )  μaij    ,
(11)	
xi  t+1   = Ξ it ζi   lit       ∏  (xijt
1−μ

j=1

where Ξit  denotes the productivity shock to sector iat time t , and ζ i  is a normalization constant.26 We assume that Ξit  is known when period tdecisions are made and
that log (Ξi  t  )follows an AR(1) process,
(12)	log (Ξi  t  ) = φ log (Ξi  t−1) +  ϵ̃  it  ,
where φ ∈ [0, 1]and  ϵ̃  it s are drawn independently across time and sectors from a
common distribution Fwith zero mean and unit variance.
In addition to the firms, the economy comprises a representative household with
logarithmic preferences over the n goods, who maximizes her expected lifetime
utility,
∞

 t  ∑ βi    log (ci  t) ,
(13)	
U = E0    ∑  ρ 
[ i=1
]
t=0
n

where ρ ∈ (0, 1)denotes her discount factor. To ensure that markets are complete,
we assume that there are n risk-free bonds in zero net supply, each denominated in
the units of one of the sectors. The representative household owns shares in all sectors. The household’s intertemporal budget constraint is thus given by
(14)

n

n

n

n

n

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

 ∑ pi  t ci  t  +  ∑ qi  t si  t+1  +  ∑ πi  t bi  t+1  ≤ w t  +  ∑ si  t  (qi  t  + d it) +  ∑ pi  t bi  t  ,

where pi  tis the price of good i at time t; si  tdenotes the household’s time t  shareholdings in sector i; di  tis the dividend paid on one share in that sector; q i  tis the corresponding share price; and finally b i  tand πi  tdenote the household’s holding and the
price of the ith bond at time t  , respectively.
The equilibrium of this economy is defined as a sequence of prices and quantities
such that all markets clear at all times. We have the following dynamic counterpart
to Proposition 1.
Proposition 11: For any ρ ∈ (0, 1)and φ ∈ [0, 1], the time-discounted sum of
aggregate output in the dynamic economy satisfies
∞

∞

n

t=0

t=0

i=1

(1 − ρφ)  ∑ ρ  t  log(GDP t+1) =  ∑ ρ  t  ∑  vit    ϵ̃ it    + constant,
26
As in the static economy presented in Section I, the value of ζ i  is immaterial for our results. To simplify
our expressions, we set ζi    = (1 − ρμ)  −(1−μ) ∏ nj=1 (ρμ aij    )  −μaij  , where ρdenotes the representative household’s
discount factor.
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where
pit   xi  t
(15)	v it  =  _____
   =  ∑    β   ℓ̃   
GDP t j=1 j ji
n

is sector i’s Domar weight at time t and L̃  = (I − ρμA)  −1. In particular, if microeconomic shocks follow a unit root process (i.e., φ = 1), then
∞

∞

n

(1 − ρ)  ∑ ρ    log(GDP t+1) =  ∑ ρ    ∑  vit    ϵ̃ it    + constant.
t

t=0

t=0

t

i=1

This result illustrates that, in line with our results for the static economy, the
t ime-discounted sum of aggregate output of the dynamic economy is a linear combination of innovations to sectoral productivities, with the weights given by the Domar
weights. Furthermore, as in Proposition 1, the Domar weight of sector iat any given
time tonly depends on the corresponding column of the economy’s Leontief inverse
matrix and the representative household’s preference parameters (  β1    ,  … , βn    ). The
key difference is that the relevant Leontief inverse includes an adjustment for the
delay in production using the discount factor of the representative household: the
Leontief inverse of the dynamic economy takes the form of L̃  = (I − ρμA)  −1
instead of 
L = (I − μA)  −1for the static economy. Nonetheless, the parallel
between equations (15) and (3) underscores the central roles played by primitive
and network heterogeneity in determining the distribution of Domar weights in the
dynamic and static economies.
A comparison of Propositions 1 and 11 further illustrates an even closer relationship between the two models: the distribution of time-discounted sum of aggregate
output in the dynamic economy can be approximated by that of the aggregate output
in the static economy as the______
discount factor ρ
 tends to one. More specifically, it is
∞
2
t
easy to see that (1 − ρφ)√1 − ρ    ∑t=0 ρ    log(GDP t+1) can be arbitrarily closely
  , where v i    = ∑nj=1 βj   ℓj  i is
approximated by ∑
 ni=1 vi   ϵi  for large enough values of ρ
the Domar weight of sector iin the static economy and
____ ∞

	
ϵi    = √1 − ρ  2    ∑   ρ 
 t  ϵ  ̃ it
t=0

is independent and identically distributed across sectors.27 Crucially for our analysis, ϵi  inherits the tail properties of the innovations to sectoral productivities  ϵ̃  it;
for example, normal- or exponential-tailed innovations translate into normal or
exponential-tailed ϵi    s, respectively.
VIII. Conclusions

In this paper we have argued that the interplay of microeconomic shocks and
sectoral heterogeneity can lead to systematic departures in the likelihood of large

27

____

The normalization constant √
 1 − ρ  2 is meant to ensure that stdev(ϵi    ) = 1regardless of the value of ρ.
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economic downturns from what is implied by the normal distribution. Our results
show that such macroeconomic tail risks emerge under two intuitive conditions.
First, microeconomic shocks themselves need to exhibit tail risks, as combinations
of normal shocks always result in normally distributed aggregates. Second, there
needs to be sufficient heterogeneity in sectoral Domar weights, ensuring that these
microeconomic tail risks do not wash out in the aggregate. Crucially, our results
illustrate that departures from normality at the tails can emerge even if GDP fluctuations are approximately normally distributed away from the tails, highlighting the
qualitatively different nature of large economic downturns from small or moderate
fluctuations.
We also show that even though the distribution of sectoral Domar weights is a
sufficient statistic for the extent of macroeconomic tail risks, the likelihood that
many sectors experience large, simultaneous contractions is determined by the
nature of intersectoral input-output linkages. More specifically, we demonstrate
that, keeping the empirical distribution of Domar weights constant, an increase
in the extent of sectoral interconnections leads to greater tail comovements. This
result thus illustrates that when sectoral heterogeneity, at least partly, reflects network heterogeneity, large recessions involve not only significant GDP contractions,
but also large simultaneous declines across a wide range of industries within the
economy.
Finally, our quantitative results show that when calibrated to the values of primitive and network heterogeneity observed in the US data, our model—despite its stylized nature—generates significant macroeconomic tail risks and tail comovements.
We see our paper as a first step in a systematic investigation of the origins of
macroeconomic tail risks. Though many commentators view large economic downturns as more consequential than a series of small or moderate recessions, there
is relatively little work on understanding whether and how these different types
of downturns are distinct from one another. Our results suggest that despite their
similar origins rooted in the interplay of microeconomic shocks and sectoral heterogeneity, large economic downturns can indeed be rather different from regular business-cycle fluctuations: unlike small or moderate recessions, the extent of
macroeconomic tail risks is highly sensitive to the distribution of microeconomic
shocks. This perspective naturally lends itself to an investigation of whether certain
structural changes can stabilize the economy during regular times while simultaneously increasing tail risks.
Several important issues remain open to future research. First, the tractability
of our model permits the introduction of various market imperfections into this
general framework. This would not only enable an investigation of whether, in the
presence of realistic market structures, network and primitive heterogeneities play
richer (and more distinct) roles, but also whether large economic downturns necessitate different microeconomic and macroeconomic policy responses. Second, our
analysis was simplified by the l og-linear nature of our model economy. An interesting question is whether reasonable nonlinear interactions could exacerbate macroeconomic tail risks. One possibility is to generalize the Cobb-Douglas production
technologies, in which case even though versions of equations (2) and (3) would
continue to apply, the Domar weights would change endogenously in response to
microeconomic shocks. Indeed, depending on elasticities, a sector’s Domar weight
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may grow in response to a negative shock to that sector, thus increasing the likelihood of large economic downturns. Third, while our main focus has been on the
role of input-output linkages, one would expect that other types of interactions
between microeconomic units may also have major implications for aggregate tail
risks and tail comovements. Two natural candidates are the linkages between financial institutions and between the financial sector and the rest of the economy. For
example, the nonlinear financial contagion mechanisms proposed in recent papers
such as Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2015) and Elliott, Golub, and
Jackson (2014) or the nonlinearities emphasized by Brunnermeier, Eisenbach, and
Sannikov (2013), may lead to macroeconomic tail risks that are distinct in nature
from those studied in the current framework. Finally, given that our work was motivated by a stylized look at US economic fluctuations, a more systematic empirical
investigation to measure and describe the nature of macroeconomic tail risks would
be a natural next step. A critical challenge would be to empirically distinguish the
economic mechanisms proposed here from alternative approaches to the origins
of large aggregate shocks (as in the rare disasters literature), time-varying model
parameters or volatility (Engle 1982, Cogley and Sargent 2005), and nonlinear
financial interactions.
Appendix A: Proofs
Lemma A.1: Let Φdenote the CDF of the standard normal distribution. Then,
1    log Φ(−z) = −1/2.
	 z→∞
lim   __
z  2
Proof:
It is well known that lim z→∞  zΦ(−z)/ϕ(z) = 1, where ϕdenotes the standard
normal density function (e.g., Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001, p. 98). Consequently,
log z + log Φ(−z)
  
  
   = 1,
	 z→∞
lim   _____________
log ϕ(z)
which in turn implies that
log z + log Φ(−z)
___
	 z→∞
lim   _____________
  
  
   = −1.
log √2π   + z  2/2
The statement of the lemma follows immediately. ∎
 = [ ℓij    ]is the economy’s
Lemma A.2: ∑
 nj=1 ℓij    = 1 / (1 − μ)for all i, where L
Leontief inverse.
Proof:
The fact that μ
 < 1implies that the Leontief inverse can be written as
∞

	
L = (I − μA)  −1  =   ∑  (μA)  k  .
k=0
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As a result,
∞

n

n

n

1    ,
	
 ∑  ℓij     =   ∑   μ 
 k   ∑   (A  k  ) ij  =   ∑  μ  k  =  ____
1−μ
j=1
j=1
k=0
k=1
where the second equality is a consequence of the assumption that all firms employ
production technologies that exhibit constant returns to scale. ∎
A. Proof of Proposition 1
The fi
 rst-order conditions of firms in sector iimply that
(A1)	x ij   = μ ai  j pi   xi    / pj   ;
	
li     = (1 − μ) pi   xi    / w, 
where w
 denotes the market wage. Plugging the above into firm i’s production function and taking logarithms yields
n

	log pi    + ϵ i  = (1 − μ )  log w + μ   ∑ ai  j  log pj    .
j=1

Solving for the equilibrium prices in the system of equations above, we obtain
n

n

j=1

j=1

	log pi    = (1 − μ) log w   ∑ ℓi  j  −  ∑ ℓi  j ϵj    ,
where ℓ i  jis the ( i, j)element of the economy’s Leontief inverse. Consequently, by
Lemma A.2,
n

(A2)	log pi    = log w −  ∑ ℓi  j ϵj    .
j=1

Multiplying both sides of the equation above by β i and summing over all sectors i
leads to
n

n

n

	
 ∑ βi    log pi    = log w −  ∑  ∑ βi   ℓij   ϵj    .
i=1

i=1 j=1

Given that (i) labor is the only primary factor of production; (ii) all firms make zero
profits; and (iii) total labor supply is normalized to 1, GDP in this economy is equal
β  
to the market wage, w. Therefore, by normalizing the price index ∏
 ni=1 p i  i  = 1  , we
n
n
obtain log(GDP) = ∑j=1 vj   ϵj   , where v j    = ∑i=1 βi   ℓij  .
Next, we show that vi  also coincides with the Domar weight of sector i. The
market-clearing condition for good iis given by xi    = c i  + ∑nj=1 xji  . Consequently,
n

	
pi   xi    = β i  w + μ   ∑ aji   pj   xj    ,
j=1
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where we are using the fact that xji    = μ aji   pj   xj    / pi  and ci    = β i w/pi  . Solving the
system of equations above for sectoral sales implies
n

	
pi   xi    = w   ∑  βj   ℓji    ,
j=1

thus establishing that v i  = p i xi  /w = p i xi  /GDP. ∎
B. Proof of Proposition 2
The fact that microeconomic shocks are independent across sectors implies that

( j≠i

)

	Pr (y < − τσ) ≥ Pr (vi   ϵi    < − τσ) · Pr  ∑  vj   ϵj    ≤ 0 
for any arbitrarily chosen sector i . As a result, P
 r (y < − τσ) ≥ (1/2) Pr (vi   ϵi    < − τσ)  ,
where we are using the assumption that the distribution of microeconomic shocks is
symmetric around the origin. Consequently,
log F(−τσ / vi    )
log (1 / 2)
_________
  
  
   +  ___________
   ,
	
R(τ) ≤  
log Φ(−τ)
log Φ(−τ)
and in particular,
log (1 / 2)
log F(−τσ / vm
  ax  )
_________
(A3)	
R(τ) ≤  
  
  
   +  ______________
   .
log Φ(−τ)
log Φ(−τ)
Taking limits from both sides of the inequality above and using Lemma A.1, we
have


log F(−τσ /vm
  ax  )
 R(τ) ≤ lim      
sup
 ______________
  
  
	
lim     
sup
  
.
2
τ→∞
τ→∞
− τ      / 2

Invoking Lemma A.1 one more time implies


2
log F(−τσ / vmax
    )
 R(τ) ≤ (____
  v  σ   )   lim      
sup
 ______________
  
   .
	
lim     
sup
max
τ→∞
τ→∞ log Φ(−τσ / vmax
    )

On the other hand, the assumption that microeconomic shocks exhibit tail risks
means that log F(−z)/log Φ(−z) → 0 as z → ∞. Therefore, the right-hand side of
the inequality above is equal to 0. ∎
C. Proof of Proposition 3
We first state what is known as Cramér’s Theorem (Petrov 1975, p. 218) and then
proceed to the proof of Proposition 3.
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Theorem A.1 (Cramér’s Theorem): Let 
{ϵ1  , ϵ2    ,  …}be a sequence of i.i.d.
light-tailed random variables with zero mean and unit variance and let
__
__
 n   → 0 ,
Gn    (z) = Pr ( ∑ni=1 ϵi    < z √n  ). Then, for any sequence z n    ≥ 0such that z n/√
3
Gn    (−zn    )
z__
z__
z    + 1
n    
n  
	
 _______
  n √__ 

    = exp(−  __
  Λ −  __
     1 + O(_____
√n  ( √n )) [
 n  )]
Φ(−zn    )

as n → ∞ , where Λ(z) is a power series with coefficients depending on the cumulants of ϵ i   that converges for sufficiently small values of | z |.
Proof of Proposition 3:
Part (i).—Recall that in a simple economy, all Domar weights are equal to
. Therefore, by Proposition 1, aggregate output is given
vi    = 1/n
__
σn    = 1/√n 
. Thus, as long
by 
yn    = (1/n) ∑ni=1 ϵi   , which in turn implies that 
__
√

/


n 
=
0 
,
Theorem
A.1
implies
that
as lim    τ 
n→∞ n
τ__
    n3  
τ__
τ    + 1
n  
	Pr ( yn    < − τn   σn  ) = Φ(−τn    )  exp(−  __
  n√__ 
 
  Λ −  __
     1 + O(____
 n  )]
√n  ( √n )) [
as n → ∞. Consequently,
__
τ__
    n3  
τn  
	log Pr ( yn    < − τn   σn  ) = log   Φ(−τn    ) −  __
 n ) + O(__
  √__
  Λ − τ  /√
  .
√
 n  ( n
 n )

Dividing both sides by log Φ(−τn    )and using Lemma A.1, we have
__
2 τ__n  
	
Rn    (τn    ) = 1 +  ___
 Λ − τ  /√n )+ o(1).
√
 n  ( n

Now the fact that Λ
 (z)is convergent for small enough values of z guarantees that the second term on the right-hand side above converges to zero as long
__

as lim  n  τ 
→∞ n  / √n  = 0 , thus implying that lim    R 
n→∞ n  (τn  ) = 1. ∎
Part (ii).—Recall from the proof of Proposition 2 that inequality (A3) is satisfied for any economy and all τ. Therefore, for any sequence {τn  }such that
lim n→∞ τn    = ∞ ,
__

log F(−τn  √n )
2 log 2
  R n(τn  ) ≤ lim sup
   ______
   __________
  
  
  
	lim sup
   + lim sup
2
n→∞

n→∞

τ    n 

n→∞

__

log F(−τn  √
 n )
= lim sup
   __________
  
   ,
2
n→∞
−τ    n/  2

log Φ(−τn  )
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__

where we are using the fact that vmax
    = 1/nand 
σn    = 1/√n and invoking
Lemma A.1. Now suppose microeconomic shocks have exponential tails; that
is, lim z→∞(1/z) log F(−z) = −γ for some γ > 0. As a result,
__

2γ √n 
	lim sup
  R n(τ  n) ≤ lim sup
   _____
τ   .
n→∞

n→∞

n

{τn  } such
Consequently, lim  n→∞ Rn  (τ  n) = 0 for any arbitrary sequence 
__
that lim  n→∞ τ  n/√n   = ∞. ∎
D. Proof of Proposition 4
∑ni=1 vi   ϵi   , where v i  is the Domar weight of
Recall from Proposition 1 that y = 
sector i. This linear relationship implies that yis normally distributed whenever
all microeconomic shocks have a normal distribution. Consequently, R
 (τ ) = 1
regardless of the value of τand the number of sectors n  , which implies that for
any given sequence of economies and all constants c > 0 , it must be the case
__
that lim    R 
n→∞ n  (c √n  )   = 1. ∎
E. Proof of Proposition 5
Part (i).—We start with proving sufficiency. First, note that in any given economy, σ = ǁ v ǁ. Therefore, inequality (A3) can be rewritten as
__

log F(−τ  n  / δ)
log (1 / 2)
_________
  
  
   +  ___________
 
,
(A4)	
R(τ) ≤  
log Φ(−τ)

√

log Φ(−τ)

__

where δ = vm
  ax √n / ǁ v ǁis the economy’s measure of sectoral dominance. Now,
__
consider a sequence of economies as n → ∞and suppose that τn    = c √n for some
constant c > 0. The assumption that microeconomic shocks have exponential tails,
alongside inequality (A4), implies that


__
2γ
 n  (c √n  ) ≤ lim      
sup
 ___   ,
	
lim     R 
sup
n→∞
n→∞ c δn  

where δn  is the measure of sectoral dominance of the n -sector economy in the
sequence. Thus, if lim    δ 
n→∞ n  = ∞ , the right-hand side of the inequality above is
equal to 0, establishing that the sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail
risks.
To prove the reverse implication, we follow steps similar to those of Teicher (1984)
to obtain exponential bounds for large deviations of sums of independent random
variables. Consider an arbitrary economy consisting of nsectors. The assumption
that microeconomic shocks have, symmetric exponential tails with exponent γ > 0
guarantees that there exists a constant γˆ  ≤ γsuch that
(A5)	
F(−z) = 1 − F(z) < 
e  −γˆ   z
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for all z > 0. On the other end,
∞
∞
__
	
  1   E  |ϵi  |   k = ∫0   z  k  dF(z) = 
∫
    k z  k−1(1 − F(z))  dz
0
2

for k ≥ 2 , where are using the fact that lim z→∞ z  k(1 − F(z)) = 0. Thus, by (A5),
there exists a positive constant h = 1/γˆ such that
∞
__
(A6)	
  1   E | ϵi   |  k  ≤ ∫0    k z  k−1 e  −z/h  dz = h  k  k !
2

for all k ≥ 2. Consequently, for any positive constant d  ,

∞
∞
∞
(d vi    )  k k
(d vi    )  k
	
E( e  dvi   ϵi  )  =   ∑    _____
   E ϵ  i    ≤ 1 +  ∑   _____
   E |ϵi  |  k  ≤ 1 + 2    ∑    (dhvi  )  k  ,
k!
k!
k=0
k=2
k=2

where the last inequality is a consequence of (A6). Thus, as long as d hvm
  ax  < 1  ,

2 (dhvi    )  2
2 (dhvi    )  2
(A7)	
E(e  dvi   ϵi  )   ≤ 1 +  _______
 
   ≤ exp(_________
  
1 − dhvi  
1 − dhvmax
   )

for all i , where we are using the fact that 1 + z ≤ e  zfor all z. On the other hand,
Chernoff’s inequality, alongside Proposition 1 and the assumption that shocks are
symmetrically distributed around the origin, implies that
	Pr (y < − τσ) ≤ e  −dτσ  E(e  −dy) = e  −dτσ  E(e  dy) = e  −dτσ   ∏   E(e  dvi   ϵi  ).
n

i=1

Combining this inequality with (A7) yields
n
2 (dhvi    )  2
2 (dh ǁ v ǁ )  2
	log Pr (y < − τσ) ≤ − dτσ +  ∑  _________
  = − dτσ +  _________   .
  ax
1 − dhvm
  ax
i=1 1 − dhvm

  ax  )  −1 (which satisfies the condition required for
Letting d = τσ 
(4 h  2  ǁ v ǁ  2  + hτσ vm
deriving (A7), dhvm
  ax  < 1) leads to
− τ    2  ǁ v ǁ
______________
	log Pr (y < − τσ) ≤  
  
  
   ,
8 h  2  ǁ v ǁ   + 2hτ vm
  ax
where we are using the fact that ǁ v ǁ   = σ. Therefore, the τ  -tail ratio of any economy consisting of n sectors satisfies
__ −1

τ     (4 h    + hτδ/ n  )  
________________
  
  
 

(A8)	
R(τ) ≥  
2

2

√

− 2 log Φ(−τ)

__

for all τ > 0 , where δ = vm
  ax √n /ǁ vǁis the economy’s measure of sectoral
dominance.
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__

Now, consider an arbitrary sequence of economies as n → ∞and let τ n    = c √n 
for some constant c > 0. Inequality (A8) then implies


__
1
 n  (c √n ) ≥ lim      
sup
 ________
  
	
lim     R 
sup
   ,
n→∞
n→∞ 4 h  2  + hc δn  

where we have once again used Lemma A.1. Consequently, if lim inf    δ 
n→∞ n  < ∞  ,
the right-hand side of the inequality above would be strictly positive, establishing
__
that lim sup    R 
n→∞ n  (c √n  ) > 0; that is, the sequence of economies does not exhibit
macroeconomic tail risks. ∎
Part (ii).—Since lim  n  δ 
→∞ n  = ∞  , part (i) of the proposition implies that the
sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic tail risks. On the other hand, recall
__
  ax  / ǁ v ǁ. Therefore,
that for any given economy consisting of nsectors, δ /√n  = vm
by Theorem 1 of Acemoglu et al. (2012), in any sequence of economies that satis__
 n  /σn  converges in distribution to the
fies lim  n  δ 
→∞ n  /√n  = 0 , the random variable y
standard normal distribution as n → ∞. ∎
F. Proof of Corollary 1
Consider an economy consisting of n sectors. By definition, the Domar weight
of sector iis given by vi    = ci  −1/η , where cis a properly chosen normalization
  ax  = c and
constant, so________
that ∑
 ni=1 vi    = 1 / (1 − μ).28 It is then immediate that v m

ǁ v ǁ   = c √∑ni=1 i  −2/η . Consequently, the economy’s measure of sectoral dominance is given by
(n

n

)

−1/2

  1    ∑  i  −2/η  
  .
	
δ =  __
i=1

Now consider a sequence of economies with Pareto Domar weights with common Pareto index η. We analyze the behavior of the measure of sectoral dominance
in such a sequence of economies under three separate cases.
First, suppose that η ∈ (0, 2). In this case, the summation ∑
 ni=1 i  −2/ηis convergent and hence bounded from above. It is thus immediate that lim  n  δ 
→∞ n  = ∞  ,
where δn  is the measure of sectoral dominance of the n -sector economy in the
sequence.
Next, suppose that η = 2. In this case, ∑
 ni=1 i  −2/ηis nothing but the harmonic
series and is therefore upper bounded by 1 + log nfor all n . Consequently,
−1/2

  n1   (1 + log n)) 

	
δn    ≥ (__
for all n  , which implies that lim    δ 
n→∞ n  = ∞.
Recall that, by Lemma A.2, ∑
 ni=1 ℓji    = 1 / (1 − μ)for all sectors j  , where μ
 is the share of intermediate inputs
in the firms’ production technologies. Therefore, in any economy, ∑
 ni=1 vi    = ∑ni=1 ∑nj=1 βj   ℓji    = 1 / (1 − μ).
28
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Finally, if η > 2 , then there exists a constant   c  ̅ > 0 , independent of n , such that
_
	
 ∑ i  −2/η ≤ c  n  1−2/η
n

i=1

__

for all n. Hence, δn    ≥ n  1/η/√  c  ̅  , thus once again implying that lim    δ 
n→∞ n  = ∞. ∎
G. Proof of Proposition 6
We prove this result for a more general class of s uper-exponential shocks than the
ones considered in Section IIIC. In particular, we assume that the CDF of microeconomic shocks satisfies
1    log F(−z) = −1
	 z→∞
lim   ____
ρ(z)
for some nonnegative, increasing function ρ
 (z)such that
	 z→∞
lim   ρ(z)/z = ∞;
	 z→∞
lim   ρ(z)/z  2 = 0.
These conditions guarantee that the tail of the distribution is lighter than that of the
exponential distribution, but heavier than that of the normal distribution. It is immediate that the class of distributions that satisfy (6) corresponds to the special case in
 ∈ (1, 2)and k > 0.
which ρ
 (z) = k z  αfor α
Part (i).—Since s uper-exponential microeconomic shocks exhibit tails that are
lighter than that of the exponential distribution, any given deviation from the mean
is less likely compared to an identical deviation under the assumption that microeconomic shocks have exponential tails. Hence, in the presence of shocks with
super-exponential tails, there exists a constant h > 0such that inequality (A8) is
satisfied for large enough values of τ > 0. Consequently, for any given sequence
of economies, we have


__
1
 n  (c √n ) ≥ lim      
sup
 ________
  
   .
	
lim     R 
sup
n→∞
n→∞ 4 h  2  + hc δn  

__


 > 0  ,
As a result, if lim inf    δ 
n→∞ n  < ∞  , then lim sup    R 
n→∞ n  (c √n  ) > 0for all c
guaranteeing that the sequence of economies does not exhibit macroeconomic tail
risks. ∎

Part (ii).—Recall that any economy satisfies inequality (A4). Therefore, for any
sequence of economies and any constant c > 0  ,
__

1    log F(−cnδ  −1
  R n(c√n ) ≤ −2 lim sup
   ____
	lim sup
n  ),
n→∞
n→∞ c  2  n
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where δn  is the measure of sectoral dominance of the n -sector economy in the
sequence. Given that shocks have super-exponential tails, we have
__
ρ(cnδ  −1
n  )
  R n(c√n ) ≤ 2 lim sup
    _______
	lim sup
 .
2
n→∞
n→∞
c    n

Therefore, if limn  →∞  ρ(cnδ  −1
n  )/n = 0 , the r ight-hand side of the expression above
is equal to 0, implying that the sequence of economies exhibits macroeconomic
tail risks. Setting ρ
 (z) = k z  αproves the result for the subclass of s uper-exponential
shocks that satisfy (6). ∎
H. Proof of Proposition 7
Part (i).—This follows immediately from an argument identical to that of the
proof of Proposition 4. ∎
Part (ii).—Recall that any given economy satisfies inequality (A4). As a result,
__

 n   ,
  R n(τn  ) ≤ 2 γ lim sup
   ____
(A9)	lim sup
n→∞
n→∞ τn   δn  
√

where we are using Lemma A.1 and the assumption that microeconomic shocks
__
 n   = ∞, the right-hand side of
have exponential tails. Therefore, if lim 
 n→∞  τn   δn  /√
the inequality above is equal to 0, thus implying that the sequence of economies
exhibits macroeconomic trial risks with respect to { τn  }.
To prove the reverse implication, recall from (A8) that in the presence of microeconomic shocks with exponential tails,
__

τn    2 (4 h  2  + h τn   δn  /√n  )  −1
	
Rn    (τn  ) ≥  __________________
  
  
 
.
− 2 log Φ(−τn    )
Therefore, by Lemma A.1,


1
	
lim     R 
sup
 n  (τn  ) ≥ lim      
sup
 ____________
  
__  .
n→∞
n→∞ 4 h  2  + h  τn   δn    /√n 

__

 n  < ∞implies that the r ight-hand side of the
Now, the fact that lim inf    τ 
n→∞ n δn  /√
inequality above is strictly positive, and as a result, the sequence of economies does
not exhibit macroeconomic tail risks with respect to { τn  }. ∎
Part (iii).—The proof is similar to that of part (ii) of Proposition 6. By inequality
(A4) and Lemma A.1,
__

ρ(τn   √n /δn  )
1    log F(−τ   √__
  R n(τn  ) ≤ −2 lim sup
   ___
   _______
 ,
	lim sup
n n /δn  ) = 2 lim sup
2
2
n→∞

n→∞

τ    n 

n→∞

τ     n 
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where the equality is a consequence of the fact that shocks have s uper-exponential
tails. Setting ρ
 (z) = k z  α , we have
   α−2
  R n(τn  ) ≤ 2k lim sup
  n  α/2 δ  −α
.
	lim sup
n   τ  n 
n→∞

n→∞

__

/√n   = ∞ implies that the r ight-hand side
Now the assumption that lim n→∞ δn   τ   2/α−1
n 
of the inequality above is equal to 0. ∎
I. Proof of Corollary 2
_
Consider two sequences of economies with τ -tail_ratios R
 n   and R n  that are
_ subject
to exponential shocks and suppose that lim    δ 
n→∞ n/δ  n  = ∞ , where δn   and δ  n denote
the sectoral dominance of the economy consisting of n _sector in the two sequences.
Rn  (τn  ) = 0. Inequality (A8)
Pick an arbitrary sequence τn    → ∞such that lim    
n→∞  
implies that for any such sequence,
_


1 _
	
lim      
sup
 ____________
  
 R n    (τn  ) = 0,
lim     
sup
__  ≤ 
2
n→∞ 4 h    + h τn   δ  n/√
n→∞
 n 

_ __
 n δ  n/√n  = ∞
. As a result, it is immediate
which implies that 
lim  n  τ 
→∞
__
√

 
δ
 
 
/
n 
=
∞
.
On
the
other
hand,
inequality (A9) guarantees that
that lim    τ 
n→∞ n n
__

 n     = 0,
	
lim     R 
sup
 n  (τn  ) ≤ 2γ lim      
sup
 ____
n→∞
n→∞ τn   δn  




√

proving that the first sequence exhibits (weakly) more macroeconomic tail risks
than the latter.
__ _
√n /δ  n. Inequalities (A4) and
 
To prove that the inequality holds strictly, set τ   ∗n = 
(A8) immediately imply that
_


1 _
1   ;
______
	lim     
sup
 R n    (τ  ∗n)  ≥ lim      
sup
 ____________
  
__  =  
n→∞
n→∞ 4 h  2  + h τ  ∗
 n  δ  n/√
 n 
4 h  2  + h
_


 n  (τ  ∗n)  ≤ 2γ lim     
sup
 δ  n/δn    = 0,
	
lim     R 
sup
n→∞

n→∞

thus, guaranteeing that the first sequence of economies exhibits strictly more macroeconomic tail risks in the sense of Definition 5.
To prove the converse implications, suppose that the first sequence of economies exhibits strictly more macroeconomic tail risks. By Definition 5, there
∗
∗
 
∞such that lim    R 
, while at the same
exists a sequence
n→∞ n  (τ  n   ) = 0 
_ ∗ τ  n →


R 
 
 
(
τ
 
 
 
)
>
0
.
These
assertions
alongside
inequalities
(A4) and (A8)
time lim    
n→∞ n n
respectively imply that
__

 _
√

____
_     ≥   lim
	
2γ  n→∞
lim
    ∗n 
  R n    (τ  ∗n)  > 0;
n→∞
τ  n   δ  n



1
	 n→∞
lim
   _____________
  
  R 
 n  (τ  ∗n)  = 0.
lim
__   ≤  
2
∗
n→∞
4 h    + h τ  n   δn    /√n 
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_ __
__
∗
∗
As a result, lim    τ 
, even
though lim    τ 
n→∞ n   δ  n/√n  < ∞ 
n→∞ n   δn    /√n  = ∞. These
_
 
two equations guarantee that lim    δ 
n→∞ n/ δ  n  = ∞. ∎
J. Proof of Proposition 8
We start by stating and proving three simple lemmas.
Lemma A.3: The log output of sector iis given by xˆi    = log xi    = log vi    +
∑nj=1 ℓij   ϵj  .
Proof:
Recall from Proposition 1 that the equilibrium sales of sector 
i satisfy
 is the market wage and vi  is sector i’s Domar weight. On
pi   xi    = v i  w , where w
the other hand, by equation (A2), the equilibrium price of good i satisfies
log pi    = log w − ∑nj=1 ℓi  j ϵj   , thus implying that log xi    = log vi    + ∑nj=1 ℓi  j ϵj  . ∎
Lemma A.4: Let z i  and qi  jbe nonnegative numbers for all iand j. Then,

√

___________

	
    
∑ ( ∑ zi   qi  j)     ≤  ∑ zi     ∑ q i2j    
)
j=1 i=1
i=1 ( j=1
n

2

n

n

n

1/2

  .

Proof:
A simple application of the C
 auchy-Schwarz inequality guarantees that
n

( j=1
n

)

	
 ∑ qi  j qk  j  ≤   ∑ q i2j    
j=1

1/2

( j=1

)

n

   ∑ q k2j    

1/2



for all iand k. Multiplying both sides of the inequality above by zi   zk  and summing
over all iand k implies
	
 ∑  ∑ zi   qij       ∑  zk   qkj    ≤   ∑ zi     ∑ q ij2    
) (k=1
)
(i=1 ( j=1 )
j=1(i=1
n

n

n

n

n

     ∑  zk     ∑
) (k=1 ( j=1

1/2

n

n

)

 q kj2  

 

1/2

 .
)

Taking square roots from both sides of the inequality above proves the result. ∎
Lemma A.5: In any given economy,
Pr ( xi  ̂   < E xi  ̂   − τ σ̂  i  for all i)
	
C(τ) =  ______________________
   
  
   ,
Pr (y < − τσ)
where C(τ) is the measure of tail comovement defined in (9), σ̂  i  = stdev(xi  ̂   ) is output volatility of sector i  , and σ = stdev(y)is the economy’s aggregate volatility.
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Proof:
From the definition of conditional probability, it is immediate that the statement
of the lemma follows once we show that whenever x i  ̂   < E xi  ̂   − τ σ̂  ifor all sectors i  ,
then y < − τσ.
Recall from Lemma A.3
To this end, suppose that xi  ̂   < E xi  ̂   − τ σ̂  ifor all i. _______
that x i  ̂   = log vi    + ∑nj=1 ℓij   ϵj   , which implies that σ̂  i  = √∑nj=1 ℓ  2ij    . Therefore,
1/2
2
	
   ℓij   ϵj    < − τ     ℓ  ij       .
( j=1 )
j=1
n

n

∑

∑

Multiplying both sides of the inequality above by β
 i  and summing over all sectors
implies

( j=1

n

n

)

1/2

	
y < − τ  ∑ βi     ∑ ℓ  2ij       ,
i=1

where we are using the fact that y = 
∑ i, j  βi   ℓi  j ϵj   , established in Proposition 1.
Therefore, by Lemma A.4,

√

___________

∑   ∑ βi   ℓi  j)     .
	
y < − τ     
j=1 (i=1
n

n

2

Finally, the fact that v j    = ∑ni=1 βi   ℓi  jimplies that the r ight-hand side of the inequality above is simply equal to ǁ v ǁ , which is the volatility of aggregate output,
σ = stdev(y). ∎
Proof OF PROPOSITION 8:
Consider two economies with identical Domar weights (i.e., vi    = v  ′i  for all i)
and denote their corresponding measures of tail comovement with C
 and C′  , respectively. Furthermore, assume that the latter economy exhibits more sectoral interconnectivity relative to the former in the sense of Definition 6. In particular, there exists
a stochastic matrix B
 = [ bi  j  ]such that
n

	ℓ  ′ij    =   ∑  bik   ℓkj  
k=1

for all pairs of sectors iand j , where L
 = [ ℓij    ]and L
 ′ = [ ℓ  ′ij    ]are the two economies’ corresponding Leontief inverse matrices.
To compare the extent of tail comovements in the two economies, recall from
Lemma A.5 that
Pr ( xi  ̂   < E xi  ̂   − τ σ̂  i  for all i)
   
  
   ,
	
C(τ) =  ______________________
Pr (y < − τσ)
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where σ
 ̂  i  = stdev(xi  ̂ )is the output volatility of sector i. On the other hand, by
Lemma A.3, the log output of sector iis given by x i  ̂   = log vi    + ∑nj=1 ℓij   ϵj  . As a
result,

( j=1

)

n

	Pr ( xi  ̂   < E xi  ̂   − τ σ̂  i  for all i)  = Pr   ∑ ℓij   ϵj    < − τ σ̂  i  for all i .
Consider the event that
n

	
 ∑ ℓij   ϵj    < − τ σ̂  i  for all i,
j=1

and pick some arbitrary sector k . Multiplying both sides of the inequality above
by bk  iand summing over all sectors i implies
n

n

j=1

i=1

( j=1
n

)

2
	
 ∑ ℓ  ′k 
j  ϵj    < − τ   ∑ bk  i   ∑ ℓ  ij    

1/2

  ,

where we are using the fact that σ̂  i  = ( ∑ j  ℓ  2ij    )  1/2. Hence, by Lemma A.4,

√

___________

	
 ∑ ℓ  k′ 
∑ ( ∑ bk  i ℓi  j)     = − τ   ∑ ℓ  ′  k2j   
j  ϵj    < − τ      
( j=1 )
j=1
j=1 i=1
n

n

n

2

n

1/2

.

Since the r ight-hand side of the inequality above is simply equal to − τ σ̂   ′k   , we have
	ℙr ( xi  ̂   < E xi  ̂   − τ σ̂  i  for all i)  ≤ ℙr (x  ̂′i   < E x  ̂′i   − τ σ̂   ′i   for all i),

and hence,
Pr (x  ̂′i   < E x  ̂′i   − τ σ̂   ′i   for all i)
____________________
	
C(τ) ≤     
  
 
.
Pr (y < − τσ)
Finally, since the two economies have identical Domar weights, it is immediate that
the distribution of aggregate output is also identical in the two economies, and as
a result, P
 r (y < − τσ) = Pr (y′ < − τσ′ ). Using Lemma A.5 one more time then
implies that C
 (τ) ≤ C′ (τ). ∎
K. Proof of Corollary 3
This result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 8. That every economy in
the first sequence exhibits more sectoral interconnectivity relative to the corresponding economy in the second sequence implies that C
 n    (τn  ) ≥ C  ′n   (τn  ). As a result, it is

 τn  }. ∎
immediate that lim inf    C 
n→∞ n(τn  )/C  n′   (τn  ) ≥ 1for all sequences {
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L. Proof of Proposition 9
Inequality (A4) implies that, when microeconomic shocks have Pareto tails with
Pareto index λ , we have
__

1    log(cn/δ  ).
  R n(c√n ) ≤ 2λ lim sup
   ____
	lim sup
n
n→∞
n→∞ c  2  n
Given that δn    ≥ 1  ,
__
1    log(cn).
  R n(c√n ) ≤ 2λ lim sup
   ____
	lim sup
n→∞
n→∞ c  2  n
__

It is then immediate that lim n→∞ Rn  (c√n ) = 0 for all c > 0. ∎
M. Proof of Proposition 10
We first state a theorem, the proof of which can be found in Nagaev (1979,
Theorem 1.9), followed by a simple lemma.
Theorem A.2: Let {ϵ1    , ϵ2    ,  … }be a sequence of zero-mean, unit variance i.i.d.
 areto-tailed random variables with Pareto index λ
P
 > 2. Furthermore, suppose
that E | ϵi   |  2+ξ < ∞for some ξ > 0. Then,

	Pr (Sn    ≥ z n) = (1 − Φ(zn    /√n  ))(1 + o(1)) + n(1 − F(zn  ))(1 + o(1)),
__

__

as n → ∞ for zn    ≥ √n   , where Sn    = ϵ 1  + ⋯ + ϵ n.

Lemma A.6: For a sequence of simple economies with P
 areto-tailed microeconomic shocks,
_____

(i) if lim n→∞ τn  /√log n   < ∞, then lim n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) > 0;
_____

(ii) if lim n→∞ τn  /√log n   = ∞, then lim n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) = 0.
Proof:
By Proposition 1, all sectoral Domar weights in a simple economy (that is, an
economy with symmetric preferences and no input-output linkages) are identical
__
and are given by vi    = 1/n. Consequently, y n    = (1/n) ∑ni=1 ϵi  and σn    = 1/√n   , which
__
means that P
 r ( yn    < − τn   σn    )   = Pr ( Sn    > τ n √n  ). Therefore, for any sequence
{τn  }such that τn    ≥ 1 and lim n→∞ τn    = ∞ , Theorem A.2 implies that
__

(A10)  Pr ( yn    < − τn   σn  ) = Φ(−τn  ) (1 + o(1)) + nF(−τn   √n  )(1 + o(1)).
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_____

Now, to prove part (i), suppose that lim n→∞ τn  /√log n   < ∞. Under this
assumption,
τ    2n/  2
log Φ(−τn  )
_______________________
__    =   lim    
  
  
   
	 n→∞
lim   ___________
   < ∞,
log[nF(−τn  √
 n )] n→∞ (λ/2 − 1) log n + λ log τn  
implying that the second term on the r ight-hand side of (A10) never dominates the
first term as n → ∞. As a result,
Pr (yn    < −τn   σn  )
  
  
   < ∞,
	 n→∞
lim   ___________
Φ(−τn  )
implying that lim 
 n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) > 0.
_____
Next, to prove part (ii), suppose that lim n→∞ τn  /√log n   = ∞. For such a sequence,
we have
τ    2n/  2
log Φ(−τn  )
_______________________
__    =   lim    
  
  
   
	 n→∞
lim   ___________
   = ∞,
log[nF(−τn  √
 n )] n→∞ (λ/2 − 1) log n + λ log τn  
implying that the second term on the right-hand side of (A10) dominates the first
term as n → ∞, that is,
__

	Pr ( yn    < − τn   σn    )   = nF(−τn   √n )(1 + o(1)).
Consequently,
__

log[nF(−τn   n )]
  lim   ___________
  
  
   = 0. ∎
	 n→∞
lim  Rn  (τn  ) = n→∞
√

log Φ(−τn  )

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 10:
Consider the following two sequences of economies: (i) a sequence of simple economies that_are subject to P
 areto-tailed microeconomic shocks, with τ -tail
  n; and (ii) a sequence of economies subject to exponentialratios denoted by R
tailed shocks, with τ -tail
ratios denoted by R
 n  and measures of sectoral dominance
________
satisfying lim n→∞ δn  √(log n)/n   = ∞. _
Pick a sequence
{ τn  } such that lim n→∞ R  n(τn  ) = 0. Part (i) of Lemma A.6 implies
_____
 log n   = ∞. On the other hand, recall from inequality (A4) that
that lim n→∞ τn  /√
__

√
 n    .
	lim sup
  R n(τn  ) ≤ 2 γ lim sup
   ____
n→∞
n→∞ τn   δn  

As a result, it is immediate that lim n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) = 0 , satisfying requirement (i) of
Definition 5.
____
  √log n .
To establish that requirement (ii) of Definition 5 is_also satisfied, let τ   ∗n = 
Rn  (τ  ∗n)  > 0. On the other hand,
From part (i) of Lemma A.6, we have that lim  n  
→∞  
⁎
inequality (A9) implies that lim sup n→∞ Rn  (τ  n)  = 0 , thus establishing that the
economy subject to exponential-tailed shocks exhibits strictly more macroeconomic
tail risks than the one subject to shocks with Pareto tails. ∎
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N. Proof of Corollary 4
As in the proof of Proposition 10, consider the following two sequences of
economies: (i) a sequence of simple economies that are
 areto-tailed
_ subject to P
microeconomic shocks, with τ-tail ratios denoted by R n  ; and (ii) a sequence of
economies with Pareto Domar weights of common exponent η = 2and subject
to e xponential-tailed shocks, with τ-tail ratios denoted by R
 n  . To show that the two
economies exhibit identical levels of macroeconomic tail
_ risks, it is sufficient to


 
(
τ
 
)

=
0
if
and
only
if
l


im 
  

Rn  (τn  ) = 0for any given
show that lim    R 
n→∞ n n
n→∞   
sequence {τn  }such that τ n  → ∞.
_
lim  n  
First, suppose {τn  }is such that ____
→∞R n    (τn  ) = 0. From part (i) of Lemma A.6
it is immediate that lim  n  τ 
→∞ n  / √log   n  = ∞. On the other hand, it is easy to verify
that for a sequence of economies with Pareto Domar weights of exponent η = 2  ,
we have


_______



_______

  δ 
 n √(log n )/n  ≤ lim     δ 
sup
 n √(log n )/n  < ∞.
(A11)	0 < lim  
inf
n→∞
n→∞

As a result, inequality (A9) implies that lim n→∞ Rn  (τn  ) = 0 .
To prove the converse, suppose that { τn  }is such that lim    R 
n→∞ n  (τn  ) = 0. From
(A8), we have


1
   ____________
  
  R 
 n  (τn  ) = 0.
lim
	
  lim
__  ≤  
2
n→∞
n→∞
4 h    + h τn   δn  /√
 n 

__

 n δn  /√n  = ∞
. Combining this with (A11) thus implies
Therefore, 
lim    τ 
n→∞____


 
/ 
log
n  =
∞
.
As
a result, part (ii) of Lemma A.6 implies
that lim    τ 
√
n→∞_ n

R 
 
 
(
τ
 
)

=
0 
,
completing
the proof. ∎
that lim    
n→∞ n n
O. Proof of Proposition 11

The representative household maximizes her expected discounted utility (13)
subject to her intertemporal budget constraint (14). The fi
 rst-order conditions of the
household’s problem thus imply that
	p it ci  t   = β i ρ  t/λt   ;
   pit+1
    ] ,
	λ t πit     = E t  [ λt+1
where λt  denotes the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the household’s time
tbudget constraint. On the other hand, the fact that value added at time tis given
by GDP t  = ∑ni=1 pit   cit   implies that
βi  
(A12)	c it  =  __
p     GDP t,
it

with the gross interest rate of the i-th bond between periods tand t + 1 satisfying
pi  t+1
1    = ρE   _______
(A13)	 ___
  GDP t.
t  
Ri  t
[ GDP t+1 ]
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On the supply side, the representative firm in sector i maximizes
n

1   x    − w   l    −  ∑ p   x  
	
Πit     =  ___
t it
jt ijt
Ri  t it+1
j=1
subject to its production technology (11), where note that firm i’s revenue has to be
 rst-order condidiscounted by R
 i  tas output is produced with one-period delay. The fi
tions of the representative firm in sector i alongside (A13) imply that
p   x  
GDP t
  p   
E   ________
  it+1 it+1  ;
(A14)	x ijt  = ρμa ij(_____
jt ) t[ GDP t+1 ]
pi  t+1 xi  t+1
GDP t
________
(A15)	l it  = ρ(1 − μ)( _____
,
wt   
 )Et  [  GDP t+1 
 ]
where note that the assumption that Ξ
 it  is known at time timplies that x i  t+1is also
known at time t.
Since the market-clearing condition for good iat time 
tis given by
xi  t  = c it  + ∑nj=1 xj  it  , equations (A12) and (A14) imply that
n
pj  t+1 xj  t+1
pi  t xi  t
 
.
   = β i  + ρμ  ∑  aj  i Et   ________
(A16)	 _____
[ GDP t+1 
GDP t
 ]
j=1

On the other hand, the transversality condition corresponding to firm i  ’s problem
requires that
p   x  
	 t→∞
lim  ρ  t E0   _____
  it it     = 0.
[ GDP t ]
As a result, equation (A16) has a unique solution with the Domar weight of sector
iat time tgiven by
pit   xit  
	v it  =  _____
   =  ∑  β   ℓ̃   ,
GDP t j=1 j ji
n

where L̃  = (I − ρμA)  −1is the Leontief inverse matrix of the dynamic economy,
thus proving (15).
To characterize firms’ equilibrium output, note that equations (A14) and (A15)
imply that sector i’s input and labor demands are given by
	x ijt   = ρμ aij    (vi    /vj    ) xjt   ;
	
lit     = (1 − ρμ) vi    ,
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respectively, where we are using the fact that sectoral Domar weights remain
unchanged over time. Plugging the expressions above into sector i’s production
function, we obtain
n

n

j=1

j=1

	log (xi  t+1  ) = log (Ξit  ) + μ   ∑ aij     log (xjt  ) + log (vi  )  − μ   ∑ aij    log (vj  ).
As a result, the vector of log sectoral outputs at time t + 1is given by
t

(A17) log (xt  +1) =  ∑  (μA)  τ  log(Ξt  −τ) + (μA)  t+1  log x0    + [I − (μA)  t+1]  log v.
τ=0

On the other hand, the fact that v i  = p it xi  t/GDP t implies that
log(GDP t) = log pi  t  + log xi  t  − log vi  .
Multiplying both sides of the equation above by βi  and normalizing the price
β  
index ∏ ni=1 p it  i  = 1leads to
n

n

i=1

i=1

log(GDP t) =  ∑  βi    log xi  t  −  ∑  βi    log vi     .
Combining the above with (A17) thus implies that for t ≥ 0  ,
t

log(GDP t+1) = β′  ∑    (μA)  τ  log(Ξt  −τ) + β′(μA)  t+1(log x0    − log v).
τ  =0

As a result, equation (12) implies that for t ≥ 1  ,
t

  log(GDP t+1) − φ log(GDP t) = β′  ∑    (μA)  t−τ  ϵ̃ τ   
τ  =0

+ β′(μA)  t(μA − φI)(log x0    − log v),
with the convention that  ϵ̃  i0  = log ( Ξi0
    ). Multiplying both sides of the equation
above by ρ  tand summing over tresults in
∞

∞

t=0

t=0

(1 − ρφ)  ∑ ρ  t  log(GDP t+1) = β′(I − ρμA)  −1  ∑ ρ  t   ϵ̃ t   
+ (1 − ρφ)β′(I − ρμA)  −1(μA)(log x0    − log v).
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The juxtaposition of the equation above with the fact that v ′ = 
β′   L̃ completes the
proof. ∎
Appendix B: Aggregation and Disaggregation
In this part of the Appendix, we illustrate how representations corresponding
to two different levels of disaggregation of the same economy are related to one
another.
Suppose we observe an economy at two levels of disaggregations n and N
 < n.
This means that each sector/industry in the latter representation is a disjoint collection of subindustries in the former. We use upper- and lowercase letters to denote the
aggregated industries and their comprising subindustries, respectively. In particular,
we write i ∈ Ito indicate that disaggregated sector i is one of the subindustries that
is assigned to the more aggregated sector indexed I . These two representations correspond to different levels of disaggregation of the same economy only if a certain
set of intuitive consistency restrictions are satisfied.
A first set of restrictions require that (i) the dollar value of intersectoral trade
between any two aggregated sectors is equal to the dollar value of trade between
the subindustries that comprise them; (ii) households’ expenditure on the output of
a given aggregated sector is equal to their expenditure on disaggregated goods that
are assigned to that sector; and (iii) each aggregated industry’s expenditure on labor
is equal to the total wage bill of its comprising subindustries. In other words,
(B1)	p J xI  J   = ∑  ∑  pj   xi  j ;
i∈I j∈J

(B2)	
pI   cI     = ∑  pi   ci   ;
i∈I

(B3)

w lI     = ∑   w li  
i∈I

for all aggregated sectors Iand J. Taken together, these requirements—which we refer
to as flow conditions—guarantee that the value of trade between different sectors
and between households and sectors is independent of the level of disaggregation.29
The second restriction requires that any aggregated sector’s contribution to value
added to be equal to sum of the contributions of that sector’s subindustries, that is,
	
value addedI     = ∑   value addedi  
i∈I

for all I. We refer to this requirement as the value added condition. Similar to the
flow conditions, this restriction simply requires that the value added measurement
to be independent of economy’s level of aggregation.
29
One may also want to impose the restriction that the dollar value of output of any aggregated industry is
equal to the total dollar value of output of all its subindustries, that is, pI   xI    = ∑ i∈I  pi   xi  . Market clearing, alongside
conditions (B1) and (B2), guarantees that this restriction is automatically satisfied.
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The final restriction, which we refer to as orthogonality condition, requires the
measured productivity of any aggregated industry to be orthogonal to productivities
of subindustries that lie outside of it, that is, for any given I  ,
	
ϵI    ⊥ ϵ j  ∀ j ∉ I.
Thus, the orthogonality condition ensures that changing the productivity of some
subindustry jonly impacts the measured TFP of the aggregated industry to which
it belongs.
Definition B.1: The N
 -sector economy is an admissible aggregate representation of the n -sector economy if the flow, value added, and orthogonality conditions
are satisfied.
Proposition B.1: Consider two economies consisting of nand N < n sectors,
with each sector in the latter representation corresponding to a disjoint collection
of sectors in the former. The N-sector economy is an admissible aggregate representation of the n -sector economy if and only if
(B4)	v I   = ∑  vi   ;
i∈I

1 ∑   ∑   v   a   ;
(B5)	
aIJ
     =  __
vI     
 i∈I j∈J i ij
1   v   ϵ   ;
(B6)	ϵ I   =  __
i i
v I     ∑
i∈I
(B7)	β I   = ∑  βi  
i∈I

for all pairs of aggregated industries Iand J.
This result illustrates that the consistency requirements imposed by flow, value
added, and orthogonality conditions uniquely identify the structural parameters of
the aggregated representation of the economy in terms of their disaggregated counterparts. Furthermore, it provides necessary and sufficient conditions under which
two economies consisting of different numbers of sectors correspond to two levels
of disaggregation of the same economy. In particular, equations (B5) and (B4) illustrate how input-output linkages and Domar weights of the more aggregated representation relate to those of the more disaggregated one.
A. Proof of Proposition B.1
It is straightforward to verify that conditions (B4)–(B7) jointly imply that the
flow, value added, and orthogonality conditions are satisfied. In what follows, we
prove the converse implication.
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Recall that the market-clearing condition for good 
iis given by
x i    = c i  + ∑nj=1 xji  . Multiplying both sides by p i  and summing over all i ∈ I implies
that
N

    ,
	
∑  pi   xi     = p I cI    +   ∑  pI   xJI
i∈I

J=1

where we are using (B1) and (B2) to obtain the r ight-hand side. On the other hand,
the market-clearing condition for aggregated good Iimplies that
n

    .
	
pI   xI     = p I cI    +   ∑  pI   xJI
J=1

Combining the two equations above, we obtain
	
pI   xI     = ∑  pi   xi  
i∈I

for all aggregated industries I. Note that the value added condition requires that
the value added of the entire economy has to be independent of its representation.
Therefore, dividing both sides of the equation by GDP and using the fact that each
sector’s Domar weight is defined as its sales over GDP establishes (B4).
To establish (B5), recall from (A1) that
	p j xi  j   = μ ai  j pi   xi   ;
	
pJ   xI  J   = μ aI  J pI   xI   .
As a result, (B1) implies that
	
aI  J pI   xI     = ∑  ∑  ai  j pj   xi    .
i∈I j∈J

Dividing both sides of the equation above by GDP and using the definition of sectoral Domar weights establishes (B5).
To establish (B6), once again note that the value added of the economy has to be
independent of its representation. Furthermore, recall from Proposition 1 that the
economy’s log value added is equal to the linear combination of microeconomic
shocks, with the coefficients given by the sectoral Domar weights. As a result,
N

n

I=1

i=1

	
  ∑  vI   ϵI     =  ∑ vi   ϵi    .
The orthogonality condition guarantees that (B6) is satisfied.
Finally, to establish (B7), recall from flow condition (B2) that p I   cI    = ∑ i∈I  pi   ci  .
On the other hand, the representative household’s first-order conditions in the
two representations imply that ci    = β i  w / pi  and c I    = β I  w / pI   , which guarantees
that β
 I    = ∑ i∈I  βi  . ∎
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